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Summary
Recently, direct sequence ultra-wideband (DS UWB) communication systems
have attracted much attention of both academia and industry because of its
potential for high data rate applications within a short range. In this thesis, we
study two important aspects of DS UWB communication systems: The first one
is to exactly evaluate the bit error rate (BER) performance of DS UWB multiple
access systems. The second one is to effectively capture energy using Prerake
combining schemes.
Although the Gaussian approximation (GA) on the distribution of multiple
access interference (MAI) prevails in previous performance studies of UWB
systems, validity of the GA method is found to be questionable. Hence we
propose to use a novel method based on characteristic function (CF) to compute
BER values. We make use of the Fourier transform pair of probability density
function (PDF) and characteristic function to find the distribution of total noise
at the receiver. Then BER formula is derived based on the distribution of total
noise. Our results show that the CF method outperforms the GA method in
both additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels and lognormal multipath
fading channels. Furthermore, the BER formula enables us to accurately compare
the performance of different modulation schemes and provides useful criteria for
choosing appropriate modulation schemes in practical UWB applications.
Rich multipath diversity is an attractive feature of UWB communications.
viii
Summary
However, how to utilize this advantage is not straightforward. We propose to
use the Prerake combining in DS UWB communication systems, which enables
effective energy capture with a simple correlation receiver instead of complex
Rake receivers. Most of previous studies on the Prerake combining address
single user scenario and/or perfect channel estimation, which are impractical
for most UWB applications. Here we consider imperfect channel estimation and
highlight the tradeoff between data rate and system performance in a multiple
access environment. On the other hand, the Prerake combining allows higher
data rate transmission. Hence, we design a high data rate (HDR) Prerake DS
UWB system and employ the CF method to accurately analyze its performance.
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In this chapter, the background of UWB communications and an overview
of our work are given. Section 1.1 briefly describes the basic principle of
UWB communications. Current research on UWB communication systems is
summarized in Section 1.2. The objective and contribution of our work are
presented in Section 1.3. The organization of this thesis is given in Section 1.4.
1.1 Background of UWB Communications
With rapid growth of number of wireless devices and ever-increasing demand
on high data rate applications, radio spectrum becomes very precious resource.
Though elaborate effort on well allocating spectrum resources has been
continuously taken, it is necessary to find alternative approaches to exploit
spectrum resources efficiently. In recent years, UWB technique has received
significant interest from both research community and industry. The novel
and unconventional approach employed by UWB communications is based on
optimally sharing already occupied spectrum by means of the overlay principle,
rather than looking for still available but possibly unsuitable new frequency
bands.
1
1.1 Background of UWB Communications
In 2002, the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved the
use of UWB technique for both indoor and outdoor communications in the
frequency band of 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz [1]. According to the FCC regulations,
UWB communication systems are defined as those where the bandwidth is greater
than 500MHz, or where the signal fractional bandwidth is greater than 0.2. The
fractional bandwidth is defined by 2(fH − fL)/(fH + fL), where fH is the upper
frequency and fL is the lower frequency at the −10dB emission points.
The main limiting factor of UWB communication systems is power spectral
density (PSD) rather than bandwidth. In order to coexist harmoniously with
those existing radio systems in the same frequency band, UWB communication
systems must fulfill certain restriction with respect to both bandwidth and PSD.
In Fig. 1.1, the emission limits and spectral mask assigned by FCC for indoor
and outdoor UWB communication systems are illustrated.
Figure 1.1: FCC regulated spectral mask for indoor and outdoor UWB
communication systems
Due to the super large bandwidth, UWB communications come with unique
advantages including enhanced capability to penetrate through obstacles, ultra
2
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high precision ranging at the centimeter level, potential for high data rate
transmission along with a commensurate increase in user capacity, and potentially
small size/processing power. All these advantages enable us to use the UWB
technique in various wireless applications, which include:
1. Wireless personal area networks (WPANs): WPANs allow short range ad
hoc connectivity among portable consumer electronic and communication
devices. They are envisioned to provide high-quality real-time multimedia
distribution, file exchange among storage systems, and cable replacement
for home entertainment systems. UWB technique emerges as a promising
physical layer candidate for WPANs, because it offers high data rate
transmission over short range, with low cost and high power efficiency.
2. Sensor networks: Sensor networks consist of a large number of static/mobile
nodes spread across a geographical area. Key requirements for sensor
networks operating in challenging environments include low cost, low power,
and multifunctionality. High data rate UWB communication systems are
well motivated for real-time gathering/disseminating/exchanging a vast
quantity of sensory data. Typically, energy is more limited in sensor
networks than in WPANs because of the nature of sensing devices and
the difficulty in recharging their batteries. Studies have shown that
current commercial Bluetooth devices are less suitable for sensor network
applications because of their energy requirements and system cost [2]. In
addition, exploiting the precise localization capability of UWB promises
wireless sensor networks with improved positioning accuracy.
3. Radar imaging systems: Different from conventional radar systems where
targets are typically considered as point scatterers, UWB radar pulses (also
called UWB monocycle) are generally shorter than the target dimensions.
3
1.2 Current Research and Challenges
The reflected UWB pulses exhibit changes in both amplitude/time shift and
pulse shape. As a result, UWB waveforms exhibit pronounced sensitivity
to scattering relative to conventional radar signals. This property has
been readily adopted by radar systems and can be extended to additional
applications, such as underground and ocean imaging, as well as medical
diagnostics and border surveillance devices.
1.2 Current Research and Challenges
Interest in UWB technique prior to 2001 was primarily limited to military
applications, where supporting large number of users is not necessarily a main
objective. However, multiple access scheme becomes much more important in
commercial applications. Hence choosing an effective multiple access scheme is
the first step in commercialization of UWB. Most of early research focuses on
time hopping (TH) UWB systems [3]. In a typical UWB system, each data
symbol is represented by a number of pulses, and each pulse is put in a frame.
For a TH UWB system, multiple access is achieved by altering the pulse position
from frame to frame, according to the TH code of a specific user. Later, DS
UWB systems [4] attract much attention from both industry and academia,
which enable multiple access by modifying the pulse phase from frame to frame.
Intuitively, TH UWB system is suitable for low data rate applications because of
its relatively low duty cycle, while DS UWB system has the potential to support
high data rate applications. In addition, some research [5][6][7] has shown that
DS UWB systems outperform TH UWB systems in terms of BER performance,
multiple access capability and achievable data rate. Therefore, we concentrate
on DS UWB systems in this thesis.
Unlike those narrow-band wireless communication systems, UWB systems
4
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suffer much less from channel fading effects. The reason is that extremely
narrow UWB pulses propagate over different paths and cause a large number
of independently fading multipath components. These multipath components
can be distinguished due to fine time resolution, which results in significant
multipath diversity. Although UWB systems feature a certain inherent robustness
to multipath effects, they are not entirely immune to them. For example,
when a symbol sequence goes through multipath channels with large delay
spread, inter-symbol interference (ISI) could occur due to overlapped multipath
components. In a multiple user scenario, MAI and ISI could severely limit the
system performance. In performance study of DS code division multiple access
(CDMA) systems, MAI and ISI are generally assumed to be Gaussian distributed.
However, recent studies [8][9] have shown that the Gaussian approximation of
MAI is not suitable in UWB systems. To accurately analyze the performance
and effectively mitigate the interference in UWB systems, it is necessary to study
the statistical properties of the interference.
Another particularly challenging task is the receiver design. The first
proposed UWB receiver is the correlation (matched filter) receiver [3][10][11],
where received signal is correlated with the transmitted pulse. Later, efforts
have been made to exploit rich multipath diversity, which has motivated research
towards designing correlation-based Rake receivers to collect signal energy on
multipaths [12][13]. However, Rake reception generally requires a large number of
fingers with corresponding channel amplitudes and delays which are cumbersome
to obtain [14][15]. In addition, hardware complexity, power consumption and
system cost scale up significantly with increasing number of Rake fingers. To
utilize the multipath diversity, an alternative approach is to use an autocorrelation
receiver which correlates the received signal with a previously received signal
[16][17]. The autocorrelation receiver can capture the entire received signal energy
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for slowly varying channels without channel estimation. The primary drawback
of autocorrelation receivers, nevertheless, is performance degradation associated
with employing noisy received signals as reference signal in demodulation.
Furthermore, an analog delay line required at the autocorrelation receiver is not
easy to implement [18]. In a nutshell, although rich multipath diversity is enabled
with UWB communications, effective energy capture with a low cost receiver still
faces technical difficulties.
1.3 Objective and Contribution
The objective of this thesis is twofold: First, a CF method is proposed for
precisely calculating BER values of DS UWB multiple access systems using pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) and pulse position modulation (PPM) in both
AWGN channels and lognormal multipath fading channels. Using the CF method,
analytical expressions of the average BER are derived, which enables accurate
performance comparison of different modulation schemes. Second, two Prerake
DS UWB systems are designed for medium and high data rate transmission
respectively. The main advantages of these Prerake DS UWB systems include
low complexity/cost receiver, alleviating ISI and allowing higher data rates in
transmission.
Performance analysis is an important topic in any communication system
from both practical and theoretical viewpoints. Performance evaluation of DS
UWB multiple access systems can be found in some literature in both AWGN
channels [5][6][7] and multipath fading channels [19][20][21]. In most of these
works [5][6][7][20][21], the GA method is used, i.e., the total noise (could include
ISI, MAI and AWGN) at the receiver is approximated as a Gaussian random
variable. Though the GA method is simple to apply in AWGN channels, some
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study [8][22] has shown that the GA method is inaccurate in the presence of
MAI, especially under imperfect power control. Similarly, validity of the GA
method should be considered carefully in multipath fading channels with near-far
scenarios [49]. Furthermore, it is noted that only the conditional BER can
be obtained by the GA method in multipath fading channels. And numerical
averaging on the channel fading parameters (so-called semi-analytical/simulation
approach) is needed to assist the GA method to obtain the average BER. So, in
multipath fading channels, the GA method losses its main advantages: simplicity
and closed form formula. In [19], though the Gaussian assumption on MAI is
not required, only a Chernoff bound is derived on BER performance. In order to
accurately evaluate the BER performance of DS UWB multiple access systems
under imperfect power control, we propose to use a method based on characteristic
function (called the CF method) in this thesis. The relation between PDF and
characteristic function is utilized to find the distribution of the total noise at
the receiver. Thereafter average BER values are computed based on exact PDF
of the total noise. Our study shows that more accurate BER evaluation can
be obtained by the CF method. Then performance comparison based on the
exact BER formula indicates actual performance difference among commonly
used modulation schemes and provides valuable criteria for choosing appropriate
modulation schemes in practical UWB applications. The characteristic function
and distribution analysis of interference in DS UWB systems also provides the
theoretical basis for further study on interference suppression.
In UWB systems with a centralized topology (including a few fixed access
points and a lot of portable receivers), low complexity receivers are very desirable
to reduce the whole system cost. This is the key motivation for us to find a
way to effectively capture signal energy in multipath fading channels using a
simple receiver. We take the advantage of slow varying channels in most WPAN
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applications [23][24] and design two Prerake DS UWB multiple access systems for
medium and high data rate transmission respectively. In the proposed Prerake DS
UWB systems, the temporal reverse channel impulse response is used as a prefilter
at the transmitter. When the “preraked” transmitted signal passes through the
channel, a strong peak is produced at the output of the channel. A simple receiver
with only one finger is used to capture the peak, which carries energy equivalent
to Rake maximal ratio combining (MRC). Recent works [25][26][27][28][29] on
Prerake UWB systems have considered single user scenario under perfect channel
estimation only. Since MAI is one of the major difference between Prerake and
Rake systems [30], it is of interest to study the Prerake UWB multiple access
systems. Also a study [31] has shown that channel estimation error largely
degrades the performance of Prerake time division duplex (TDD) CDMA systems,
especially in a multiple access environment. Hence the effect of imperfect channel
estimation should be considered with carefulness in study of Prerake UWB
systems. We propose a Prerake DS UWB multiple access system and examine
its performance under imperfect channel estimation. It is found that the BER
performance does not decrease monotonically with the increasing data rate under
imperfect channel estimation. The expression of maximum number of users is
derived. And the multiple access performance is evaluated in terms of maximum
number of users supported for a desired BER. In order to support higher data
rate, we propose another HDR Prerake DS UWB system, in which high data rate
is achieved by superposition of chip waveforms. In the HDR Prerake DS UWB
system, the constraint between data rate and captured signal energy existing in
our first proposed Prerake DS UWB system is removed. We analyze the statistical
property of MAI and adopt a generalized Gaussian distribution to well model the
distribution of MAI. An accurate BER formula based on the CF method is derived
and verified. Similar to our first proposed Prerake DS UWB system, we highlight
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the tradeoff between signal energy captured and channel estimation noise in the
HDR Prerake DS UWB system.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we outline several relevant technical aspects in UWB
communication systems which is helpful to peruse this thesis.
In Chapter 3, an exact BER evaluation method based on the characteristic
function is proposed for DS UWB multiple access systems using PAM and PPM
in the AWGN channels. The accurate BER formula is derived and verified
by numerical results. The accuracy of the CF method and the GA method is
compared.
In Chapter 4, we extend the exact BER analysis for DS PAM/PPM UWB
multiple access systems to a more practical channel model for UWB indoor
communications: the lognormal multipath fading channels. DS PAM UWB and
DS PPM UWB systems are accurately compared based on the exact BER formula
derived.
Chapter 5 is devoted to describe the design and analysis of a Prerake DS
UWB multiple access system under imperfect channel estimation. For the first
time, the analytical signal model of Prerake DS UWB multiple access systems
is presented. Then we analyze the BER performance and the multiple access
performance of the proposed system.
In Chapter 6, we propose a HDR Prerake DS UWB multiple access system
and analyze its performance. The distribution of different interference in the
system is discussed and a generalized Gaussian distribution is adopted to model
the distribution of MAI. Then we use the CF method to derive the BER formula
9
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and verify it using simulations.
Finally, we summarize and conclude our work in Chapter 7. In this chapter,





In this chapter, we present the physical layer issues of UWB communication
systems, including channel model, modulation and multiple access schemes,
energy combining schemes and receiver design.
2.1 Signal Generating Schemes
Existing UWB communication systems are generally based on two main signal
generating schemes: impulse radio (IR) scheme [32][33][34] and multiband
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme [35][36][37]. The IR
UWB scheme has been used in military radar measurements and communications
since 1960’s [38][39]. The basic principle of IR UWB scheme is to develop,
transmit and receive pulses with extremely short duration, often on the order
of nanoseconds or even less. As a result, energy of the UWB signal spreads very
thinly from near direct current to a few GHz even in the absence of modulation.
On the other side, in OFDM UWB scheme, the spectrum of 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz
is divided into multiple subbands of 528MHz each. Within every subband, data
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modulation/demodulation is realized using OFDM.
IR UWB scheme has following advantages: 1) IR UWB signal can be
generated by a low complexity/cost transmitter [40] with relatively low power
consumption [41]. 2) The inherent fine time resolution of IR UWB signal
significantly reduces fading effects even in dense multipath environments [15][42].
This can considerably reduce the fading margins in link budgets and allow
low transmission power. 3) Low transmission power leads to low probability
of detection and interception, which is very desirable in secure and covert
communications. Besides, low transmission power alleviates interference to
existing radio systems. 4) Rich resolvable multipaths components enable
multipath diversity reception. And robust performance can be achieved in the
presence of narrow band interference because of large multipath diversity gain.
5) Fine time resolution promises improved positioning accuracy in UWB radar
applications.
The major advantages of OFDM UWB scheme are listed as follows: 1)
OFDM UWB scheme permits adaptive selection of subbands to provide good
interference robustness and coexistence properties. 2) Smaller bandwidth in each
subbands helps reduce linearity requirements on antenna. 3) Transmitted pulse
is longer so that distortion by integrated circuit package and antenna is less. 4)
It is capable of utilizing frequency division multiple access (FDMA) in severe
near-far scenarios.
Compared to IR UWB scheme, the system structure in OFDM UWB scheme
is more complex because it needs communications digital signal processor to
perform the fast Fourier transform and inverse fast Fourier transform operations.
And the peak-to-average ratio of OFDM UWB scheme is higher than that of IR
UWB scheme. The most important drawback of OFDM UWB scheme is that
it loses the attractive features of accurate timing and locating, since the large
12
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bandwidth is divided into many small subbands. Therefore, IR UWB scheme can
support more types of applications than OFDM UWB scheme. In this thesis,
we will focus on IR UWB scheme only. Hereinafter, the word “UWB” means IR
UWB, unless otherwise mentioned.
2.2 UWB Pulse Shapes
Pulse shape plays an important role in UWB systems since it largely determines
the spectrum of the system. Generally, the duration Tp of a UWB pulse z(t) is
on the order of nanosecond. Thus the bandwidth of z(t) can be approximately
calculated as B ≈ 1/Tp. As mentioned before, such a super short pulse z(t)
enables rich multipath diversity by giving rise to a large number of resolvable
replicas.
The Gaussian pulse and its nth derivative are the most widely used pulse
shapes in UWB systems. The reason behind the popularity of these pulses is
twofold: First, Gaussian pulses come with the smallest possible time-bandwidth
product of 0.5, which maximizes the range-rate resolution. Second, the Gaussian
pulses are readily available from the antenna pattern [43]. For example, the
Gaussian pulse can be generated by applying a step function current to the
antenna. Later, an orthogonal pulse set based on modified Hermite polynomials
is introduced in [44], which can be used to differentiate symbol in pulse shape
modulation or to differentiate users in multiple access systems. More recently, a
novel pulse design algorithm utilizing the concepts of prolate spheroidal functions
is proposed in [45]. The performance of these pulse shapes are examined
and compared in [46]. The Gaussian pulses are shown to achieve the same
performance as the prolate spheroidal function based pulses with the same
effective bandwidths. Further, the Gaussian pulses outperform the modified
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Hermite polynomial based pulses. Therefore, in the numerical study section of
each chapter, we use the Gaussian pulse and its second derivative for the purpose
of illustration. Nevertheless, the analysis throughout this thesis is applicable
for any UWB pulse shape. In Fig. 2.1, the Gaussian pulse and its second
derivative are plotted. The duration of these pulses is set as 1ns. Both pulses are
energy-normalized.



















Figure 2.1: The Gaussian pulse and its second derivative, the duration of




A number of modulation schemes may be used with UWB systems. The potential
modulation schemes include both orthogonal and antipodal schemes, such as PPM
[11], on-off keying (OOK) [47] and PAM [48]. The binary PAM, binary PPM and








Figure 2.2: Commonly used modulation methods in UWB communication
systems: (a) binary PAM, (b) binary PPM, (c) OOK.
In the early research on UWB communications, PPM was almost exclusively
adopted since the negative UWB pulses were difficult to implement. In the
M -ary PPM scheme, M delayed pulses {z(t − ∆m)}M−1m=0 are used to represent
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different symbols. Generally, the modulation indices ∆m are chosen as ∆m = m∆
with ∆ ≥ Tp, which corresponds to an orthogonal PPM. In binary PPM, the
delay ∆ can also be chosen to minimize the correlation of
∫
z(t)z(t −∆)dt [20].
Another binary modulation scheme that does not require negative pulse is OOK,
where symbol “1” is represented by transmitting a pulse, and symbol “0” by
transmitting nothing. Lately, generating negative pulses becomes easier and PAM
attracts more attention. In particular, the classic binary PAM using antipodal
pulses is widely adopted.
It should be noted that PPM and OOK signals have discrete spectral lines
[11][49][50][51], which could cause severe interference to narrow band wireless
communication systems operating in the same frequency band. On the other side,
the PAM scheme inherently offers smooth PSD because of the random polarities
of data symbols. In this sense, PAM signaling is more attractive.
More complex modulation schemes, such as hybrid amplitude and position
modulation [52], and pulse shape modulation [44] have also been reported.
2.4 Multiple Access Schemes
Time hopping is the first suggested multiple access scheme [3] for the UWB
systems. In a TH UWB system, each data symbol is represented by a number
(Nr) of frames. In each frame (with duration of Tf ), there is one and only one
pulse. The positions of Nr pulses are determined by a user-specific TH sequence
ckn. Each frame is divided into Nc chips with duration of Tc (Tc > Tp), i.e.,
Tf = NcTc. And the k
th user’s TH code {ckn}Nr−1n=0 ∈ [0, 1, · · · , Nc− 1] corresponds
to a time delay of cknTc during the n
th frame [11]. Consequently, the kth user’s
16
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z(t− iNrTf − nTf − cknTc) (2.1)
DS is another traditional spread spectrum technique that can be combined
with UWB to accommodate multiple users. In a DS UWB system, the users
are distinguished by a user-specific DS code. Each symbol still consists of Nr
pulses of duration Tp, each pulse occupying a frame with duration of Tf . The









aknz(t− iNrTf − nTf ) (2.2)
where bki is the i
th symbol and {akn}Nr−1n=0 ∈ [−1, 1] is the direct sequence assigned
to the kth user.
In both TH UWB and DS UWB systems, the symbol duration is NrTf , which
corresponds to a data rate of Rb = 1/(NrTf ) in binary PAM scheme. It is noted
that in the TH UWB system, the frame duration must be large enough to allow
the time hopping delay, i.e., Tf = NcTc > NcTp. In contrast, the frame duration
in the DS UWB system can be much smaller as long as it can accommodate the
pulse itself, i.e., Tf ≥ Tp. Therefore, DS UWB inherently can support higher
data rate than TH UWB.
2.5 Channel Model
The channel model adopted by the IEEE 802.15.3a task group is basically a
modified version of the well-known S-V indoor channel model [53]. To reach an
analytically tractable channel model, the total number of paths is defined as the










where X represents the lognormal shadowing, L denotes the number of
multipaths. The path gain αl consists of two parts, i.e., αl = θlβl, where
θl ∈ {±1} represents the random phase due to reflection and βl is the lognormal
fading amplitude. For different l, αl are independent random variables. Since the
multipath components arrive in clusters [54], the lth path can be expressed as the
jth ray in the ith cluster. Therefore the delay of the lth path, τl can be split as
τl = µi + νj,i, where µi is delay of the i
th cluster and νj,i is delay of the j
th ray in
the ith cluster relative to µi. Similar to the S-V channel model, cluster arrivals
are Poisson distributed with rate Λ. Within each cluster, ray arrivals are also
Poisson distributed with rate λ > Λ.






= Ω0 exp(−µi/Γ) exp(−νj,i/γ) (2.4)
where Ω0 is the mean energy of the 0
th path in the 0th cluster. Γ and γ represent
the cluster decay factor and ray decay factor, respectively. The channel is




l ] = 1.
Model parameters corresponding to several ranges are provided in [54],
for both line-of-sight (LOS) and nonline-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. Since the
shadowing factor X renders this model less tractable for theoretical performance
analysis, X is generally ignored in most of UWB study for simplicity.
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2.6 Energy Combining Schemes
The UWB systems enjoy a large multipath diversity gain owing to the fine
time resolution. On one hand, a large number of multipaths significantly
combat channel fading since the probability of all paths suffering from deep
fading simultaneously is low [55][56]. On the other hand, the dense multipath
environment makes effective energy capture a challenging task.
The correlation receiver [32][57] is originally used in the UWB systems.
However, it can not handle well the energy capture in multipath fading channels.
Then the Rake receiver [58][59][60][61] has been widely adopted in UWB systems.
The main drawback of the Rake receiver is its complexity when applied in dense
multipath channels. A Rake receiver with tens or even hundreds of fingers,
performing accurate acquisition and channel estimation, seems to be unaffordable.
To achieve low complexity without sacrificing performance, the autocorrelation
receiver proposed 40 years ago [62], has regained interest from UWB researchers
[17][63][64]. The autocorrelation receivers are generally used together with
the transmitted reference (TR) UWB systems. The primary disadvantage of
autocorrelation receivers, however, is the performance degradation associated
with employing noisy received signals as reference signals in demodulation.
Further, the transmission of reference pulses decreases the power efficiency. To
avoid this problem, the differential TR UWB is proposed [65][66], where each
pulse is differentially modulated with respect to the previous one and acts as
reference for the next one. In both the TR UWB and the differential TR
UWB systems, channel estimation is avoided with a autocorrelation receiver.
However, an analogy delay line is required at the receiver, which is not easy to
implement [18] especially in channels with large delay spread. Furthermore, the
delay between pulses is generally set to be larger than the channel delay spread
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of Rake MRC and Prerake combining
to avoid inter-pulse interference, which inevitably sacrifices data rate.
An alternative approach to exploiting the multipath diversity with a simple
receiver structure is to use the Prerake combing. The Prerake technique (also
called time reversal) is originally used in wideband transmission in underwater
acoustic [67] and TDD CDMA systems [30]. The temporal reverse channel
impulse response is used as a prefilter at the transmitter. When the “preraked”
transmitted signal convolves with the channel impulse response, a strong peak is
produced at output of the channel due to coherent summation of the multipath
components. Using Prerake combining, we can use a very simple correlation
receiver to capture the peak. As shown in Fig. 2.3, comparison of Rake combing
and Prerake combining is illustrated. Some study [25] has shown that in a
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single user scenario, Prerake and Rake combining achieve almost the same BER
performance when the same number of multipaths are combined. However,
the multiple access performance of Prerake combining, the tradeoff between
performance and data rate, and the effect of imperfect channel estimation have
not been examined yet.
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Chapter 3
Exact BER Evaluation for DS
UWB systems in AWGN
Channels
In this chapter, a method is proposed to evaluate the exact BER of DS PAM/PPM
UWB multiple access systems. Section 3.1 introduces the prior works on
performance study for various UWB systems in AWGN channels. The system
model of DS PAM/PPM UWB systems are described in Section 3.2. The
characteristic function analysis for DS PAM UWB and DS PPM UWB systems
is presented in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 respectively. In Section 3.5, the BER
formula is derived based on characteristic functions. For comparison, the BER
formula obtained by the GA method is briefly explained in Section 3.6. Numerical
results are presented in Section 3.7 to show the accuracy of the CF method and




Performance evaluation of UWB communication systems in AWGN channels
has been studied in the literature before the UWB channel model was formally
released by the IEEE 802.15.3a task group. On one hand, performance analysis
in AWGN channels presents important intermediate results for further study on
general cases in more complex channel models. On the other hand, performance
in AWGN channels can serve as a benchmark for UWB communication systems
as shown in [68]. The fading margin of a PPM UWB system with single user is
examined in [68] by comparing the system performance in AWGN channel and
dense multipath channel. To achieve a desired BER of 10−5, the transmission
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required in AWGN channel and multipath channel is
13.5dB and 15dB, respectively, when the channel information is perfectly known.
The small fading margin (1.5dB only) implies that performance of UWB systems
in real UWB channels approaches the benchmark performance in the AWGN
channel if multipath diversity is fully exploited.
Most of the earlier work on performance study focuses on TH UWB systems,
which is the first multiple access scheme suggested for UWB communications
[32][57]. The multiple access performance of TH UWB systems using binary PPM
is discussed in [32] and [11], and the results show that a large number of users can
be supported in a low data rate of 19.2Kbps under perfect power control. Then
TH UWB systems with more complex modulation schemes have been studied in
[33][69]. The union bound of BER is derived for the TH UWB system withM -ary
PPM [69]. It is found that larger values of M bring better BER performance
under perfect power control. The analytical BER expression of a UWB system
using the pseudochaotic time hopping modulation (which combines pseudochaotic
coding and multilevel PPM) is presented in [33]. The analysis emphasizes that
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the cross correlation amongst the pseudochaotic code plays a dominant role in
BER performance.
Later, DS UWB has attracted much attention as an alternative multiple
access scheme for UWB communication systems. Comparison between TH UWB
and DS UWB systems is carried out in [5][6][7]. The same conclusion is reached in
all these works: Performance of DS UWB system, in terms of BER performance,
multiple access capability and achievable data rate, is better than that of TH
UWB system.
In all the works listed above, the GA method is used (i.e., the total
noise in the system, including MAI and AWGN, is approximated as a
Gaussian random variable) and the BER is expressed in terms of the output
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) using a Gaussian tail integral (the
well-known erfc function). However, validity of the Gaussian approximation is
questionable as shown in [8][22]. The BER performance of a TH PPM UWB
system is studied and the results clearly show that the GA method significantly
underestimates the BER values.
In order to accurately evaluate BER performance of TH UWBmultiple access
systems, a method based on the characteristic function is proposed in [70][71][72].
The characteristic function of MAI is derived to obtain the distribution of the
total noise. It is shown that the CF method offers more accurate BER evaluation
than the GA method at the expense of higher computational complexity.
In this chapter, we use the CF method to derive the BER formula of DS
UWB multiple access systems, which can be used to precisely assess the system
performance in AWGN channels. The analytical expressions are validated by
simulation results. BER computation using the GA method is also briefly
explained for comparison. The numerical results show that the CF method
yields exact BER evaluation, while the GA method is inaccurate in medium
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and large SNR range. The analysis in this chapter provides valuable performance
benchmark for DS UWB multiple access systems.
3.2 System Model
3.2.1 Signal Format
The DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM UWB systems use the same multiple access
scheme but different modulation schemes.











aknz(t− iTr − nTc) (3.1)










aknz(t− iTr − nTc − bki Tp) (3.2)
where k is the index of user, i is the index of data symbol and z(t) represents the
UWB monocycle with normalized energy and duration of Tp. Other parameters
are explained as below.
1. {akn}Nr−1n=0 is the DS signature of the kth user, which provides the multiple
access capability for the UWB system. Random DS sequence is assumed,
i.e., for every n and k, akn ∈ {±1} with equal probability.
2. {bki }∞i=−∞ represents the data symbol sequence of the kth user. In the DS
binary PAM UWB system, bki takes value from {±1} with equal probability.
In the DS binary PPM UWB system, bki is chosen from {0, 1} with equal
probability.
3. Nr stands for the number of chips in one data symbol. In each chip, there
is one and only one UWB monocycle z(t).
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4. Pk is the transmitted signal power of the k
th user. Under imperfect power
control, Pk is different for different users. The energy of each transmitted
symbol is Ekb = PkNr.
5. Tc is the chip duration and Tr is the symbol duration, i.e., Tr = NrTc. To
accommodate one UWB monocycle in each chip, we set Tp = Tc in the DS
PAM UWB system. In the DS PPM UWB system, we set Tp = Tc/4 to
allow the pulse position shift.
6. The time shift associated with PPM is set as Tp in the orthogonal binary
PPM signal set.
In a multiple access environment with K asynchronous users, the received






PAM/PPM(t− τk) + n(t) (3.3)
where τk is the asynchronous transmission delay of the k
th user uniformly
distributed over [0, Tr), n(t) is the AWGN with double sided PSD of N0/2.
3.2.2 Template Waveform
The template waveforms used in the correlation receiver of the kth user for the













where q(t) = z(t) − z(t − Tp) is the template waveform in one chip for the
orthogonal binary PPM signal set.
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3.3 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS
PAM UWB System
3.3.1 Decision Statistics
Without loss of generality, we consider the 0th user as the desired user. Under
the assumption of perfect synchronization with the 0th user, we set τ0 = 0 in Eq.
(3.3). To detect the 0th symbol (i.e., i = 0) of the 0th user, the decision statistic
ZPAM at the output of the 0



































As shown in Eq. (3.6), ZPAM consists of three terms:
1. Z
(0)












a0nz(t− nTc)dt = b00
√
P0Nr (3.7)















































3.3 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PAM UWB System
3. NPAM is the AWGN term, which follows Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and variance of σ2NPAM = N0Nr/2.
3.3.2 Characteristic Function Analysis
The MAI from the kth user, I
(k)








where we introduce following ancillary definitions.
1. The asynchronous delay τk can be split into two parts: the integer multiple
of Tc and the remaining part ∆Tk.
τk = γkTc +∆Tk (3.11)
where γk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nr − 1} and ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tc), both with uniform
distribution in their respective domains.
2. RPAM(∆Tk) and RˆPAM(∆Tk) are defined as the autocorrelation functions
of z(t). Generally the UWB monocycle z(t) is a symmetrical waveform, and









3. Xk and Yk are defined as follows. It is easy to prove that Xk and Yk are two
independent and identical Binomial random variables due to the random


































3.3 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PAM UWB System








where the range of x (or Xk, Yk) is {−Nr,−Nr + 2, · · · , Nr − 2, Nr}.
The characteristic function of I
(k)
PAM is derived using Eq. (3.10). When ∆Tk is
given, the values of RPAM(∆Tk) and RˆPAM(∆Tk) are fixed accordingly. Therefore





two statistically independent random variables. The characteristic function
of
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Similarly, the characteristic function of
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PkRˆPAM(∆Tk)Yk, the conditional characteristic function of I
(k)
PAM is in the form




















Then the conditional PDF of I
(k)




















The unconditional PDF of I
(k)





































































Since the K−1 interfering users are mutually independent, the characteristic









As in Eq. (3.6), set the total noise as ςPAM = IPAM + NPAM . And the
characteristic function of ςPAM is expressed as
ΦςPAM (ω) = ΦIPAM (ω)ΦNPAM (ω) (3.20)






3.4 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS
PPM UWB System
3.4.1 Decision Statistics
We still assume the 0th user is the desired user and consider the detection of the
0th symbol. Under the assumption of perfect synchronization for the desired user,





































3.4 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PPM UWB System
As shown in Eq. (3.21), the decision statistic ZPPM includes three terms:
1. Z
(0)












a0nq(t− nTc)dt = (1− 2b00)
√
P0Nr (3.22)












































3. NPPM is the AWGN term, which follows Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and variance of σ2NPPM = N0Nr.
3.4.2 Characteristic Function Analysis
The MAI from the kth user, I
(k)





Pk (AkBk + CkDk) (3.25)
where we introduce following ancillary definitions.














3.4 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PPM UWB System
If γk is given, Ak and Ck are statistically independent due to the random
property of akn. It is easy to show that both Ak and Ck are Binomial random








where x ∈ {−γk,−γk + 2, · · · , γk − 2, γk}. And
pCk|γk(x) =






where x ∈ {−(Nr − γk),−(Nr − γk) + 2, · · · , Nr − γk − 2, Nr − γk}.
2. The asynchronous delay τk is split into two parts: the integer multiple of
Tc and the remaining part ∆Tk.
τk = γkTc +∆Tk (3.29)
where γk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nr − 1} and ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tc), both with uniform
distribution in their respective domains.
3. We define the cross correlation functions of z(t) and q(t) as RPPM(x), where







q(t)z(t− x)dt x ∈ [0, 2Tp)∫ Tc
0
q(t)z(t− x+ Tc)dt x ∈ [3Tp, 5Tp)
0 elsewhere
(3.30)
4. Bk and Dk are defined as
Bk = RPPM(∆Tk + b
k
−1Tp)
Dk = RPPM(∆Tk + b
k
0Tp) (3.31)
If ∆Tk is given, Bk andDk are identical and independent distributed random
variables because of the random property of bki .
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When τk is given, ∆Tk and γk are fixed and Ak, Bk, Ck and Dk are four
independent random variables. Hence the PDF of I
(k)
PPM conditioned on τk can




























δ (x− (2n−Nr + γk)√PkRPPM(∆Tk + Tp))
+δ
(





where δ(·) is the Dirac Delta function and the operator ∗ denotes convolution.
The unconditional PDF of I
(k)
PPM is obtained by averaging pI(k)PPM |τk
(x) over

















The characteristic function of I
(k)













Since all users are independently transmitting data symbols, the









We set the total noise in Eq. (3.21) as ςPPM = IPPM + NPPM . The
characteristic function of ςPPM is given by the following product
ΦςPPM (ω) = ΦIPPM (ω)ΦNPPM (ω) (3.35)









In previous sections, the characteristic function of the total noise ςPAM/PPM is
derived. The PDF of ςPAM/PPM is obtained by taking an inverse Fourier transform






ΦςPAM/PPM (ω) exp(−jωx)dω (3.36)
The decision rule for the DS UWB system using binary PAM/PPM is
expressed as  ZPAM/PPM > 0⇒ b
0
0 = 1/0
ZPAM/PPM ≤ 0⇒ b00 = −1/1
(3.37)





Prob(ZPAM/PPM ≤ 0|b00 = 1/0) +
1
2





































3.6 BER Derivation Using the GA Method
For the sake of completeness and comparison, we briefly explain the BER
derivation using the GA method in this section. The GA method is based on the
assumption that the total noise ςPAM/PPM follows Gaussian distribution. Since
both the MAI and AWGN are with zero mean and mutually independent, the
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In this section, the BER performance of the DS UWB systems with PAM and
PPM is evaluated using both the CF method and the GA method. The simulation
results are also provided for comparison.
The analysis in this chapter is applicable for any UWB monocycle waveform.
In the numerical study, we choose a commonly used Gaussian monocycle z(t) with
following expression.











The parameter settings in the DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM UWB
systems are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The system parameters used in numerical study
System Parameters PAM PPM
Monocycle amplitude A 6.2875× 104 1.25687× 105
Monocycle duration Tp (ns) 1 0.25
Time scale parameter σ (ns) 0.14286 0.035714
Length of DS signature Nr 10 10
Chip duration Tc (ns) 1 1
Symbol duration Tr (ns) 10 10
The autocorrelation function of z(t) defined in Eq. (3.12), RˆPAM(x), has a























In Fig. 3.1, the autocorrelation functions RPAM(x) and RˆPAM(x) are plotted.
The cross correlation function of z(t) and q(t) defined in Eq. (3.30), RPPM(x), is
plotted in Fig. 3.2.
We consider two cases in the numerical analysis of the DS PAM UWB and
the DS PPM UWB systems.
1. The first case is for those systems with small number of users under perfect
power control. We set the number of users K = 2 and P0 = P1. The
theoretical BER curves obtained using the CF method are plotted in solid
line in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 for the DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM UWB
systems respectively. And the simulation results are marked by circles in
both figures. It is observed that the theoretical curves generated by the
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Figure 3.1: The autocorrelation functions of z(t): (1) is RPAM (∆Tk), (2) is
RˆPAM (∆Tk).
CF method and the simulation results are in excellent agreement. The GA
theoretical curves (dashed line) are also provided for comparison in these
two figures. For the DS PAM UWB system, the theoretical curve obtained
by the GA method matches the simulation result well in low SNR range
(E0b /N0 from 0 to 4dB). However, the GA method is not accurate for BER
evaluation in medium and high SNR range (E0b /N0 from 6dB and above).
Similarly, for the DS PPM UWB system, the theoretical curve generated by
the GA method matches the simulation result well only in low SNR range
(E0b /N0 from 0 to 8dB) and two curves deviate from each other in medium
and high SNR range (E0b /N0 from 10dB and above). In the high SNR range
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Figure 3.2: The cross correlation functions of z(t) and q(t): (1) is RPPM (∆Tk),
(2) is RPPM (∆Tk + Tp).
(E0b /N0 from 16 to 20dB), the BER results calculated by the GA method
are too optimistic to show the error floor caused by the MAI.
2. The second case is for those systems under imperfect power control.
There are more than one interfering users in the system, where some user
dominates the total MAI value. We consider a system of three users, i.e.,
K = 3. The 0th user is the desired user and the 1th and 2th users are the
interfering users. We further assume that the 0th user and the 1th user have
the same power, i.e., P0 = P1, while the 2
th user has a much higher power
of P2 = 5P0 = 5P1. Therefore the 2
th user gives major contribution to the
MAI. In Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, the theoretical BER curves evaluated by
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Figure 3.3: The BER performance of the DS PAM UWB system under
perfect power control (P0 = P1), number of users is K = 2.
the CF method are plotted in solid line for the DS PAM UWB and the DS
PPM UWB systems respectively. It is observed that the simulation results
(circle marked) agree well with the theoretical curves generated by the CF
method. On the other hand, the theoretical curves obtained by the GA
method (dashed line) are not so accurate for high SNR values (E0b /N0 from
8dB and above). Since the MAI is more severe than that in the first case,
the overall BER performance gets worse.
In both cases studied in this section, the CF method outperforms the GA method
in BER evaluation because the exact PDF of the total noise is used in the
BER evaluation. In contrast, the MAI is approximated as a Gaussian random
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Figure 3.4: The BER performance of the DS PPM UWB system under
perfect power control (P0 = P1), number of users is K = 2.
variable in the GA method. When the SNR value is small, the AWGN term
NPAM/PPM dominates the total noise ςPAM/PPM . As a result, ςPAM/PPM can be
approximated as Gaussian distributed. However, in the medium or high SNR
range, the dominant component in the total noise ςPAM/PPM becomes the MAI
IPAM/PPM . Since the MAI in the UWB systems generally does not follow the
Gaussian distribution [8][9], the GA method does not work well in the medium
and high SNR range accordingly.
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Figure 3.5: The BER performance of the DS PAM UWB system under
imperfect power control (P2 = 5P0 = 5P1), number of users is K = 3.
3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a novel BER evaluation method based on the
characteristic function for the DS PAM/PPM UWB multiple access systems
under both perfect and imperfect power control. Instead of approximating the
total noise (including MAI and AWGN) as a Gaussian random variable, we
consider the exact PDF of the total noise. Then the accurate BER formula
is derived based on the characteristic function of the total noise. The numerical
analysis is carried out on two cases to compare the accuracy of the CF method
and the GA method. It should be noted that the indoor UWB applications are
limited to a short range of about 4 to 10 meters so that the number of users could
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Figure 3.6: The BER performance of the DS PPM UWB system under
imperfect power control (P2 = 5P0 = 5P1), number of users is K = 3.
be small. In addition, non-centralized topology can be used in UWB networks,
where it is relatively difficult to achieve perfect power control. Therefore we
choose one case with small number of users and the other case with imperfect
power control in our numerical study. The analytical and simulation results show
that the CF method computes the BER value exactly in both cases. In contrast,
the theoretical results obtained by the GA method do not match well with the
simulation results in medium and large SNR range. The inaccuracy of the GA
method is interpreted using the dominant component of the total noise.
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Chapter 4
Exact BER Analysis and
Comparison of DS PAM UWB
and DS PPM UWB systems in
Lognormal Multipath Fading
Channels
In this chapter, we present the exact BER analysis using the CF method for
DS PAM/PPM UWB multiple access systems in lognormal multipath fading
channels. In the Section 4.1, we introduce previous works on performance analysis
of various UWB systems in multipath fading channels. The system and channel
models adopted in this chapter are described in Section 4.2. The characteristic
function analysis for DS PAM UWB and DS PPM UWB systems is presented
in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 respectively. In Section 4.5, the BER formula is
derived based on the characteristic functions. For the sake of completeness and
comparison, BER evaluation using the GA method is briefly presented in Section
4.6. In Section 4.7, numerical results are provided to validate our derivations.
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4.1 Introduction
The DS PAM UWB and DS PPM UWB systems are accurately compared. Then
explanations based on the characteristic functions give further interpretation on
our findings. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.8.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we have presented the exact BER evaluation of DS UWB
PAM/PPM systems in AWGN channels. Here we will extend our study to a
more practical channel model for UWB indoor communications: the lognormal
multipath fading channels [54][23].
Theoretical computation of BER for various UWB systems in multipath
fading channels has been discussed in some literature. Most of the earlier works
focus on single user scenario. Performance of various modulation schemes is
studied in [73][74][52]. The M -ary PAM UWB signal is investigated in [73].
Based on the same data rate, it is found that a larger M leads to a lower error
floor due to the reduced ISI. This finding is consistent with the results in the
TH M -ary PPM UWB systems [69]. The UWB systems using TH PAM, TH
PPM and DS PAM are compared in [74], and the results show that the DS PAM
UWB system yields the best overall performance. A more complex modulation
scheme, the hybrid pulse amplitude and position modulation [52], is proven to be
able to provide higher data rate than PAM and PPM. Different UWB receiver
structures and their performance is another extensively studied topic. It is shown
that employing more Rake fingers can improve the BER performance by capture
more energy [13][34]. However, the tradeoff between performance and complexity
is a crucial problem in practical receiver design.
Later the performance of multiple access UWB systems was reported in
some other literature. In order to combat the effect of MAI in the UWB systems,
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various signaling formats have been studied, including episodic transmission [19],
PPM with optimized time shift [20] and advanced source coding [75]. In [19], an
episodic transmission scheme (where off-time separation is inserted between UWB
monocycles) is proposed for the DS UWB systems, whose performance approaches
the performance of ideal time division multiple access (TDMA) system in very
low data rate settings. The DS UWB systems using the optimally spaced PPM
and the orthogonal PPM signal schemes are compared in [20], and the optimally
spaced PPM outperforms the orthogonal PPM with a much lower error floor. A
near optimal low rate convolution code is applied in the TH UWB systems [75].
The coded system is proven to have higher order of diversity, which is a function
of the Hamming distance of the codes. Besides the effect of MAI, the impact
of narrow band interference (NBI) [21][76] also arouses some academic interest.
Though research in [21] and [76] is on the DS UWB and TH UWB systems
respectively, similar conclusions are drawn: Both the DS and TH spreading can
not effectively suppress the NBI. Therefore NBI suppression should be taken into
consideration in receiver design.
In the works mentioned above, the BER performance analysis can be grouped
into two categories. One is based on various bounds on BER, which provides an
approximation of the exact BER performance [68][19][75]. The other is to assume
the interference as Gaussian distributed and use the well-known GA method
[34][73][74][20][21].
As shown in Chapter 3, the GA method is simple to apply in AWGN
channels but the resultant BER expression (a closed form of erfc function) is not
accurate. Similarly, validity of the GA method should be considered carefully
in multipath fading channels, especially in near-far scenarios [19]. Furthermore,
only the conditional BER can be obtained by the GA method in multipath fading
channels. And numerical averaging on the channel fading parameters (so-called
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semi-analytical/simulation approach) is needed to assist the GA method to obtain
the average BER. Thus the GA method losses its main advantages: simplicity
and closed form formula.
So far, the CF method has been used for exact BER analysis of UWB
systems in AWGN channels only [71][77][78], which shows the power of the CF
method and verifies that the GA method is not so suitable for BER evaluation
of UWB systems. In this chapter, we apply the CF method to derive exact BER
formula of DS PAM/PPM UWB multiple access systems in lognormal multipath
fading channels. The accurate BER expressions can be used to provide useful
performance evaluation of various UWB applications. Simulation results show
that BER obtained by the CF method is more accurate than the GA method in
large SNR range. Performance of the DS PAM UWB and DS PPM UWB systems
is accurately compared for different length of spreading sequence. Furthermore,
we plot the characteristic functions to provide explanation for the BER results.
4.2 System and Channel Models
4.2.1 Signal Format






















aknz(t− 2iTr − nTc − bki Tp) (4.1)
where k is the index of user, i is the index of symbol and z(t) represents the
energy normalized UWB monocycle with duration of Tp. Other parameters used
here are explained as follows.
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1. {akn}Nr−1n=0 is the DS signature assigned to the kth user. Random DS sequence
is assumed, i.e., for every n and k, akn ∈ {±1} with equal probability.
2. {bki }∞i=−∞ represents the data symbol sequence of the kth user. bki ∈ {±1}
in the DS binary PAM UWB system, while bki ∈ {0, 1} in the DS binary
PPM UWB system. In both systems, bki takes two possible values with
equal probability.
3. Nr is the number of chips in one symbol. In each chip, there is one and
only one UWB monocycle.
4. P is the transmitted signal power of each user. The energy of one
transmitted symbol is Eb = PNr. It should be noted that the received
signal power from different users will be different (imperfect power control
at receiver side) because of the fading channels.
5. Tc is the chip duration and Tr is the symbol duration, i.e., Tr = NrTc.
6. The time shift associated with PPM is Tp in the orthogonal binary PPM
signal set, which equals to the duration of the UWB monocycle z(t).
Furthermore, we set Tp = Tc/4 so that the time shift associated with PPM
is smaller than the chip duration.
7. In the DS PPM UWB system, a guarding interval Tr is inserted to avoid
ISI, and Tr is assumed to be greater than the maximal delay spread of the
channel.
4.2.2 Channel Model






4.2 System and Channel Models
where L denotes the number of multipaths, αk,l = θk,lβk,l is the path gain, θk,l ∈
{±1} represents the random phase due to reflection, βk,l is the lognormal fading
amplitude. For different k and l, αk,l are independent random variables. In
the practical UWB channels, the multipath delay (continuous random variable)
may cause inter-pulse interference (IPI) and influence the system performance.
However, one study [79] has shown that the optimum minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) receiver with IPI considered performs exactly the same as the Rake MRC
receiver with IPI ignored, which implies the effect of IPI is negligible. Therefore
we can safely model the multipath channel using a tapped delay line (TDL)
with tapped delay of Tc. The power delay profile of the channel is exponential
decaying. Since the transmitter and receiver are slowly time-varying in most
WPAN applications [54], we assume the channel remains invariant over a block
of symbols.
4.2.3 Received Signal
The received signal rPAM/PPM(t) in a multiple access environment with K








PAM/PPM(t− τk − lTc) + n(t) (4.3)
where τk is the transmission delay of the k
th user uniformly distributed over
[0, Tr), n(t) is the AWGN with double sided PSD of N0/2.
The template waveform used in the correlation receiver (or the Selection
Rake receiver with one finger) of the kth user are given as follows. The energy on















4.3 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PAM UWB System
where q(t) = z(t)− z(t− Tp) is the template waveform for the orthogonal binary
PPM signal set in one chip.
4.3 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS
PAM UWB System
4.3.1 Decision Statistics
We choose the 0th user as the desired user and assume perfect synchronization,
















































PAM is the desired signal, IPAM is the self interference (SI) caused by the
multipath, MPAM is the MAI and NPAM is the AWGN term.
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A. Desired Signal
The desired signal Z
(0)
PAM is the contribution from the 0











a0nz(t− nTc)dt = α20,0b00
√
PNr (4.6)
B. Multiple Access Interference
The MAI term MPAM is the summation of signals from other K − 1 interfering
users. If we regard every path of an interfering user as an interfering source, then










PAM(t− τk − lTc)α0,0
Nr−1∑
n=0





The contribution of the lth path of the kth user, M
(k,l)























where we introduce following ancillary definitions.
1. τk, the asynchronous transmission delay, can be split into two parts: the
integer multiple of Tc and the remaining part ∆Tk.
τk = γkTc +∆Tk (4.9)
where γk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nr − 1} and ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tc), both with uniform
distribution in their respective domains.
2. RPAM(∆Tk) and RˆPAM(∆Tk) are defined as the autocorrelation functions























































and identical Binomial random variables due to the random property of bki
















PAM) is {−Nr,−Nr + 2, · · · , Nr − 2, Nr}.
Using Eq. (4.8), the interference from the kth user, M
(k)


























At least one of RPAM(∆Tk) and RˆPAM(∆Tk) is zero for any ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tc)
under the assumption of Tp = Tc/4. Therefore Eq. (4.13) is rewritten as piecewise










































































The channel gain α0,0 is a common factor of Z
(0)
PAM , MPAM , IPAM and NPAM .



























































PAM are the same. Therefore the equivalent
formulae Eq. (4.19a) and Eq. (4.19b) stand from the view point of statistical
property. In the following analysis, we will use the equivalent formulae Eq.
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The decision statistic ZPAM is rewritten as
ZPAM = α0,0(Zˆ
(0)
PAM + MˆPAM + IˆPAM + NˆPAM) (4.20)
4.3.2 Characteristic Function Analysis
A. CF of MAI
It is observed from Eq. (4.19a) that Mˆ
(k)
PAM is the summation of signals from
L paths of the kth user, where ∆Tk is a common factor. For a given ∆Tk,
the values of RPAM(∆Tk) and RˆPAM(∆Tk) are fixed, and the L terms in the
summation become statistically independent. Let the characteristic function of
Mˆ
(k,l)

















The characteristic function of Mˆ
(k)






















where pβk,l(βk,l) is the PDF of the channel fading amplitude βk,l.
Since all the interfering users are mutually independent, the characteristic














4.3 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PAM UWB System
B. CF of Self Interference
The self interference IˆPAM is the summation of L−1 independent terms as shown
in Eq. (4.19b). The characteristic function of Iˆ
(l)
























C. CF of AWGN
The AWGN term NˆPAM follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance of N0Nr/2. Its characteristic function ΦNˆPAM is given by





D. CF of Total Noise
The total noise is defined as ςˆPAM = MˆPAM + IˆPAM + NˆPAM . From the
definitions in Eq. (4.18), it is found that MˆPAM , IˆPAM and NˆPAM are statistically
independent random variables. The characteristic function of the total noise is
calculated as
ΦςˆPAM (ω) = ΦMˆPAM (ω)ΦIˆPAM (ω)ΦNˆPAM (ω) (4.27)
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4.4 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS
PPM UWB System
4.4.1 Decision Statistics
The characteristic function analysis of DS PPM UWB system is carried out
similarly in this section. In detection of the 0th symbol of the 0th user, the
















































PPM represents the desired signal, IPPM is the SI due to the multipath
propagation, MPPM stands for MAI, and NPPM is the contribution of AWGN.
Though ZPPM shares the similar format with ZPAM , the different modulation
scheme leads to different statistical property.
A. Desired Signal
The desired signal Z
(0)















4.4 Characteristic Function Analysis of DS PPM UWB System
B. Multiple Access Interference










PPM(t− τk − lTc)α0,0
Nr−1∑
n=0







PPM is the interference from the l
th path of the kth user. M
(k,l)
PPM is given

























PPM , following auxiliary definitions are introduced.
1. The asynchronous transmission delay τk is split as the summation of an
integer multiple of Tc and a remaining part ∆Tk.
τk = γkTc +∆Tk (4.32)
where γk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nr − 1} and ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tc), both with uniform
distribution in their respective domains.
2. RPPM(∆Tk, b
k
i ) and RˆPPM(∆Tk, b
k
i ) are the cross correlation functions of













q(t)z(t−∆Tk − bki Tp)dt (4.33)





i ) is zero. This property can be used to simplify the numerical
computation.
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3. XPPM(x) is defined as a Binomial random variable to represent the partial






cn x > 0
0 else
(4.34)
where cn takes value in {±1} with equal probability. In the analysis of





PAM , defined in a similar way. The partial cross correlation of the spread
sequences of the desired user and the interfering user can be regarded
as summation of independent Bernoulli random variables because of the
random property of akn. The distribution of XPPM(x) is determined by
x, which is the number of independent Bernoulli random variables in the
summation.
With the help of these auxiliary definitions,M
(k,l)
PPM is rewritten as Eq. (4.35a)







XPPM(Nr − 1− γk − l)RPPM(∆Tk, bk0)









XPPM(γk + l −Nr + 1)RPPM(∆Tk, bk−1)
+XPPM(γk + l −Nr)RˆPPM(∆Tk, bk−1)
]
(4.35b)
The interference from the kth user, M
(k)
PPM , is the summation of M
(k,l)
PPM . It









































The ISI does not exist due to the guarding interval Tr. And the SI contains only
the current symbol b00. The SI from the l
th path, I
(l)
















PPM has a similar format withM
(k,l)
PPM in Eq. (4.31a), where τ0,l < Tr. Hence
I
(l)





PXPPM(Nr − l)Rˆ(0, b00)
= α0,0α0,l(1− 2b00)
√
PXPPM(Nr − l) (4.38)











α0,lXPPM(Nr − l) (4.39)
D. AWGN
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E. Decision Variables
Similar as the case in the DS PAM UWB system, Z
(0)
PPM , MPPM , IPPM and
NPPM contain a common factor α0,0 brought by the template waveform v
(0)
PPM(t).
Following decision variables are introduced by removing α0,0. Furthermore, we
substitute βk,lXPPM(x) for αk,lXPPM(x) as an equivalent random variable.
Zˆ
(0)











XPPM(Nr − 1− γk − l)RPPM(∆Tk, bk0)
+XPPM(Nr − γk − l)RˆPPM(∆Tk, bk0)
]





XPPM(γk + l −Nr + 1)RPPM(∆Tk, bk−1)
+XPPM(γk + l −Nr)RˆPPM(∆Tk, bk−1)
]
































The decision statistic ZPPM is rewritten as
ZPPM = α0,0(Zˆ
(0)
PPM + MˆPPM + IˆPPM + NˆPPM) (4.42)
4.4.2 Characteristic Function Analysis
A. CF of MAI




0, the characteristic function of Mˆ
(k,l)
PPM is given by

























































For different l, Mˆ
(k,l)





Thus the characteristic function of Mˆ
(k)













The unconditional characteristic function is obtained by averaging over the

































Since the K − 1 interfering users are transmitting data independently, the









B. CF of Self Interference
The self interference IˆPPM comes from the 1
st to the L− 1th paths of the desired
user. The characteristic function of Iˆ
(l)


































C. CF of AWGN
The AWGN term NˆPPM follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance of N0Nr. Its characteristic function ΦNˆPPM is given by





D. CF of Total Noise
The total noise is denoted as ςˆPPM = MˆPPM + IˆPPM + NˆPPM . By removing
the common factor α0,0, MˆPPM ,IˆPPM and NˆPPM are independent. Thus the
characteristic function of ςˆPPM is given by
ΦςˆPPM (ω) = ΦMˆPPM (ω)ΦIˆPPM (ω)ΦNˆPPM (ω) (4.50)
4.5 BER Formula
The characteristic function of the total noise ςˆPAM/PPM is derived in the previous
sections. The PDF of ςˆPAM/PPM is obtained by performing an inverse Fourier






ΦςˆPAM/PPM (ω) exp(−jωx)dω (4.51)
The decision rule for the DS UWB system is giving by ZPAM/PPM > 0⇒ b
0
0 = 1/0
ZPAM/PPM ≤ 0⇒ b00 = −1/1
(4.52)
By taking into account the symmetrical property of PDF of ςˆPAM/PPM , we




Prob(ZPAM/PPM ≤ 0|b00 = 1/0) +
1
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4.6 BER Derivation Using the GA Method
The exact BER can be obtained by two fold integral of the PDF of ςˆPAM/PPM






















Though we restrict our consideration on the lognormal multipath fading
channels, the analysis method is applicable to arbitrary multipath fading
channels.
4.6 BER Derivation Using the GA Method
For completeness and comparison, we also present the BER calculation using
the GA method. In this method, the total noise ςˆPAM/PPM is assumed to
be Gaussian distributed. Since MˆPAM/PPM , IˆPAM/PPM and NˆPAM/PPM are
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The average BER is obtained by averaging the conditional BER in Eq. (4.59)





where pγPAM/PPM (γ) is the PDF of the instantaneous SINR at the output of the
correlation receiver. The average BER in the lognormal multipath fading channels
is computed using the Monte Carlo method.
4.7 Numerical Results and Comparison
In this section, we evaluate the BER performance for the DS PAM UWB and
the DS PPM UWB systems using both the CF method and the GA method.
Simulation results are also presented for comparison.
4.7.1 System Parameters Setting
The analysis in this work is applicable for any UWB monocycle waveform. Here
a commonly used Gaussian monocycle is adopted in the numerical study.









The duration of z(t) is Tp = 7σ to contain more than 99% of the energy of the
Gaussian waveform [80], and z(t) is energy normalized as
∫ Tp
0
z2(t)dt = 1. The
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Figure 4.1: The autocorrelation functions of z(t): (1) is RPAM (∆Tk), (2) is
RˆPAM (∆Tk).
amplitude of the monocycle is A = 1.25687× 105. The other parameters are set
as Tc = 1ns, Tp = 0.25ns and σ = Tp/7≈0.035714ns.
The autocorrelation function of z(t) defined in Eq. (4.10), RˆPAM(x), has a
closed form as in Eq. (4.62). In Fig. 4.1, RPAM(x) and RˆPAM(x) are plotted.




























The lognormal multipath fading channel parameters are chosen according to
the reference values given in [54]. The decay factor Γ = 4.3, and the standard
deviation of lognormal fading gain is σ = 3.4dB.
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Figure 4.2: The cross correlation functions of z(t) and q(t): (1) is
RPPM (∆Tk, 0), (2) is RPPM (∆Tk, 1), (3) is RˆPPM (∆Tk, 0), (4) is RˆPPM (∆Tk, 1).
The exact BER formula Eq. (4.54) is applicable for DS UWB systems with
any number of users in arbitrary multipath fading channels. In the numerical
study, we consider systems with small number of users for the purpose of
illustration. It should be noted that the UWB applications are limited in a short
range of about 4 to 10 meters. Therefore the number of users could possibly
be small. Though the transmitted power P of all users is set to be the same,
the random channel fading gain αk,l leads to the imperfect power control at the
receiver side.
Since the main purpose of the numerical analysis is to verify the BER
expressions derived, we restrict our consideration on cases with small number of
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the GA and CF methods for the DS UWB
systems: 2 users, 3 paths, Nr=64
paths in the numerical examples, which is useful in some UWB applications. For
example, two UWB devices very near each other probably employ a channel with a
strong LOS path and a few weaker paths. In Fig. 3 of [15], the measurement gives
an example of this kind. On the other hand, the utilization of polarization and
smart antenna with high directivity can effectively reduce the multipath effects
[81], which makes small number of paths possible for certain UWB applications.
4.7.2 BER Results and Comparison
We consider a DS PAM/PPM UWB system with 2 users, where each user has
3 paths. The length of the spread sequence takes 4 different values: Nr =
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the GA and CF methods for the DS UWB
systems: 2 users, 3 paths, Nr=128
64, 128, 256, 512 in Fig. 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. In these figures, we
show the accurate BER curves computed using the CF method (solid line), the
BER theoretical curves obtained by the GA method (dashed line) and simulation
results(circle marked) for both systems.
Observing Fig. 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, we have three main findings:
1. The theoretical curves generated by the CF method and the simulation
results are in excellent agreement. The GA theoretical curves are in good
agreement with simulation results for small SNR values. However, the GA
evaluation is not so accurate for medium and high SNR values (from 10dB
and above).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the GA and CF methods for the DS UWB
systems: 2 users, 3 paths, Nr=256
2. Comparing the BER performance of the DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM
UWB systems, we observe that the DS PAM UWB system significantly
outperforms the DS PPM UWB system in all SNR range. Similar results
were reported on the comparison of the TH PAM UWB and the TH PPM
UWB systems in AWGN channels [82]. Thus PAM is generally a better
modulation option compared with PPM for UWB communications.
3. The larger Nr values bring the better overall BER performance as expected.
However, the increase of Nr does not bring so much advantage to the BER
performance of the DS PPM UWB system compared with the DS PAM
UWB system. For example, we fix the SNR value as 20dB to examine the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the GA and CF methods for the DS UWB
systems: 2 users, 3 paths, Nr=512
effect of Nr. In the DS PAM UWB system, the simulation BER value is
2.5×10−3 for Nr = 64 and it reduces by more than one order to 1.027×10−4
for Nr = 512. On the other hand, in the DS PPM UWB system, the
simulation BER values are 4.9 × 10−3 and 1.7 × 10−3 for Nr = 64 and
Nr = 512 respectively, which are still in the same order.
4.7.3 Explanation Based on Characteristic Functions
We plot the characteristic functions of the DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM
UWB systems in Fig. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. In these figures, different Nr and
SNR values are used, which help interpreting the numerical results.
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Figure 4.7: The characteristic functions of the DS PAM UWB system: 2
users, 3 paths, Nr=64
1. The BER results obtained by the CF method are more accurate than the GA
method in large SNR range since the CF method deals with the exact PDF
of the total noise. In the GA method, MAI and SI are modeled as Gaussian
random variables. Actually in small SNR range, AWGN dominates the
total noise. As a result, the total noise can be approximated as Gaussian
distributed. However, in high SNR range, MAI and SI place more influence
on the total noise, which generally does not follow Gaussian distribution in
a multipath fading environment [9]. Accordingly the GA method does not
work well in high SNR range. It is observed in Fig. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10
that when SNR=0dB, ΦTotalNoise, the characteristic function of the total
noise, almost overlaps with the characteristic function of AWGN ΦAWGN.
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Figure 4.8: The characteristic functions of the DS PAM UWB system: 2
users, 3 paths, Nr=512
This is an intuitive illustration that in small SNR range, the total noise
is dominated by AWGN. When SNR=20dB, ΦTotalNoise comes under the
influence of MAI and SI and it is apparently different from ΦAWGN.
2. The DS PAM UWB system has better overall BER performance than the
DS PPM UWB system. This conclusion is consistent with the properties
hiding in the characteristic function figures. If we examine ΦTotalNoise of the
DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM UWB systems under the same parameters,
for example, SNR=20dB and Nr = 64 as in Fig. 4.7 and 4.9, it is found
that ΦTotalNoise in the DS PPM UWB system is more peaked than ΦTotalNoise
in the DS PAM UWB system. This implies that the PDF of the total noise
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Figure 4.9: The characteristic functions of the DS PPM UWB system: 2
users, 3 paths, Nr=64
in the DS PPM UWB system would be flatter than that of the DS PAM
UWB system. Since the BER is obtained by a tail integral on the PDF of
the total noise, the BER performance of the DS PPM UWB system would
worse than that of the DS PAM UWB system.
3. The larger Nr values bring less advantage to the BER performance of the
DS PPM UWB system compared with the DS PAM UWB system. This
could be explained from the total noise properties shown in Fig. 4.9 and
4.10. It is observed in these two figures that AWGN is the most important
noise component in the DS PPM UWB system: ΦAWGN is the nearest curve
to ΦTotalNoise. In other words, the performance of the DS PPM UWB system
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Figure 4.10: The characteristic functions of the DS PPM UWB system: 2
users, 3 paths, Nr=512
is mainly restricted by AWGN. The growth of the spreading sequence length
Nr leads to both pros and cons: The variance of the AWGN term increases,
and the spreading gain also increases. The impact of the former is more
significant in the DS PPM UWB system, and this is the reason why the
BER performance does not improve much with larger Nr values.
4.8 Conclusions
We present the exact BER analysis for the DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM
UWB multiple access systems using the CF method in the lognormal multipath
fading channels. Instead of approximating the total noise (including MAI, SI and
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AWGN) as Gaussian random variable, we derive the characteristic function of the
total noise and then use this result to derive the exact BER formula. For both the
DS PAM UWB and the DS PPM UWB systems with small number of interfering
sources, the theoretical BER obtained by the CF method is in good agreement
with simulation results, while the GA method underestimates the BER values
in high SNR range. The Gaussian distribution assumption on MAI and SI is
questionable in case of small number of interfering sources and under imperfect
power control. In such cases, the CF method is a good alternative to evaluate the
BER performance for the DS UWB systems. The BER performance of the DS
PAM UWB and the DS PPM UWB systems are accurately compared for different
lengths of spreading sequence. And the plotting of the characteristic functions is
used to further interpret our findings.
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Chapter 5
Design and Analysis of Prerake
DS UWB Multiple Access
Systems Under Imperfect
Channel Estimation
In this chapter, a Prerake DS UWB multiple access system is proposed to
effectively capture signal energy in multipath fading channels. Prior research
on various Prerake UWB systems is summarized in Section 5.1. The system
model and signal structure design is presented in Section 5.2. Then signal model
of the Prerake DS UWB multiple access system is elaborated in Section 5.3.
Next, analysis of BER performance and multiple access performance is presented
in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 respectively. Numerical analysis in Section 5.6
provides verification of our derivations, and further discussions are given. In




One of the main advantages of the UWB communications is the super fine time
resolution property, which significantly reduces the channel fading effects even in
a dense multipath environment [11][56]. However, how to utilize the fine time
resolution and effectively capture the signal energy in dense multipath channels
is still a challenging task.
If the conventional Rake receiver is used to combine multipath components
in a typical UWB channel, a large number of Rake fingers are generally needed to
capture enough signal energy [56]. In addition, channel estimation at the receiver
significantly increases the complexity and cost of the system. In those UWB
systems with a centralized topology (including a few fixed access points and a lot
of portable receivers), low complexity receivers are desirable to reduce the whole
system cost. This is the key motivation for us to study the Prerake DS UWB
multiple access systems.
The Prerake combining (also called Time Reversal) is originally used in
underwater wideband transmission with acoustic signals [67][83] and TDD CDMA
systems [30][84]. The principle of the Prerake combining is that the transmitter
prefilters the original signal using the temporal reverse channel impulse response
before transmission. When the “preraked” transmitted signal convolves with the
channel impulse response, a strong peak is produced at the output of the channel.
The main attraction of the Prerake combining is that equivalent performance of
Rake MRC can be achieved using a simple receiver with only one finger. Besides,
channel estimation is not necessary at the receiver, which is very desirable for low
cost/complexity system design. Another notable benefit of the Prerake combining
is that the signal energy focuses in both time and space domains at the output of
the channel. This property not only helps to reduce ISI and MAI, but also allows
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higher data rate transmission in those channels with very large delay spread.
Moreover, the temporal/spatial focusing to some extent provides low probability
of detection and location related security in multiple access systems [85].
Recently the Prerake combining has been considered for the UWB
communications in some literature. The preliminary performance comparison of
the Prerake combining and the Rake combining in the absence of ISI is reported
in [25][26] based on Monte Carlo simulations. The results show that these two
combining schemes achieve almost the same BER performance when the number
of taps in the Prerake filter equals to the number of fingers in the Rake receiver.
Later, the Prerake combining has been found to outperform the Rake combining
in the presence of NBI [27]. The effect of other kinds of interference in the Prerake
UWB systems, such as ISI [28][29] and IPI [27], is also an important topic in the
performance analysis and improvement. Commonly used equalization techniques
including zero-forcing [27] and MMSE [28][29] have been applied in the Prerake
UWB systems to combat the malign impact of IPI and ISI. In all these works
[25][26][27][28][29], the Prerake combining for UWB systems is studied in single
user scenario and the effect of MAI is not addressed. Since MAI is one of the
major difference between the Prerake and the Rake systems [30], it is of interest to
study the Prerake UWB multiple access systems. The TH Prerake UWB multiple
access system has been investigated in [86], where a semi-analytical method is
used to study the effect of ISI and MAI.
A common assumption in these works [25][26][27][28][29][86] is the perfect
channel estimation. However, it is found that the channel estimation error
largely degrades the performance of the Prerake TDD CDMA systems, especially
in a multiple access environment [31]. Hence the effect of imperfect channel
estimation should be considered with carefulness in the study of the Prerake
UWB systems. Though the channel estimation methods have been addressed in
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some publications [85][87] for the Prerake UWB systems, no work has been done
on the effect of imperfect channel estimation in a multiple access Prerake UWB
system. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, the analytical signal model
for the Prerake UWB multiple access systems has not been presented yet.
In this chapter, we propose a Prerake DS UWB multiple access system
and explore its performance under imperfect channel estimation. For the first
time, the analytical signal model of the Prerake UWB multiple access system
is presented. Next, the BER formula is derived based on this signal model. In
numerical analysis, the BER formula is validated by simulations. The effect of
imperfect channel estimation on the system performance is discussed in detail.
By defining a degradation factor (DF), we derive the expression of the maximum
number of users as a function of DF. And the multiple access performance is
evaluated in terms of maximum number of users supported for a desired BER.
5.2 System Model
5.2.1 Channel Model





where L is the number of paths in the channel. The path gain αl,k = θl,kβl,k,
where θl,k is equiprobable ±1 to account for pulse inversion due to reflection
and βl,k is the lognormal fading amplitude. For different k and l, αl,k are
independent random variables. We consider the resolvable multipath channel
[88] with τl,k = τ0,k + lTp, where Tp is the width of UWB monocycle z(t). Since
multipath components tend to arrive in clusters [54], the lth path can be expressed
as the jth ray in the ith cluster. Therefore, delay of the lth path τl,k = µi,k+ νj,i,k,
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where µi,k is delay of the i
th cluster and νj,i,k is delay of the j
th ray in the ith cluster
relative to µi,k. The power delay profile of the channel is double exponential
decaying by rays and clusters. The sum of the mean square value of the channel







= 1. Since the transmitter and receiver are
stationary in most WPAN applications [54][23], the channel is assumed to remain
constant over a block of symbols. This quasi-static property is the basis for
the Prerake combining. The transmitter in the fixed access points obtains the
channel information by utilizing the symmetrical channel impulse response on the
up/down links [30].
5.2.2 Transmitted Signal






where Tr is the symbol duration, Ak denotes the amplitude, b
k
i ∈ {±1} is the ith
symbol. In a DS UWB multiple access system withK users, the symbol waveform






where {akn}Nr−1n=0 is the DS signature assigned to the kth user and Tc = Tr/Nr
is the chip duration. The chip waveform g(k)(t) is formed by passing the UWB
monocycle z(t) through a Prerake filter h˜(k)(t).




where ∗ represents the convolution operation, z(t) is the UWB monocycle
of duration Tp with normalized energy. The Prerake filter h˜
(k)(t) =∑Lp−1
l=0 α˜Lp−1−l,kδ(t − lTp) contains Lp taps and the chip duration Tc = LpTp.
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Following the concept of All-Prerake and Partial-Prerake schemes introduced
in [26], a data rate increasing factor Nc is defined as a submultiple of L,
i.e., L = NcLp. In the All-Prerake scheme, Nc = 1 and data rate is Rb =
1/(NrLTp). In the Partial-Prerake scheme, Nc > 1 and the data rate is
Rb = Nc/(NrLTp), which is Nc times of the data rate in All-Prerake scheme.









is to keep the average transmitted symbol
energy constant as Eb = NrEp.
5.2.3 Received Signal
The received signal due to the kth user is given by










where x˜(k)(t) is obtained using Eq. (5.3) as










where g˜(k)(t) , g(k)(t) ∗h(k)(t) is the channel response of a chip waveform g(k)(t).
The total received signal in the Prerake DS UWB system with K




r(k)(t− τ0,k) + n(t) (5.7)
where n(t) is AWGN with double sided PSD of N0/2 and τ0,k serves as the
transmission delay of the kth user. Since random antipodal DS sequences/data
symbols are assumed, the interfering users appear to the desired user as essentially
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transmitting random {±1} sequences and the boundaries of interfering symbols
do not matter in asynchronous transmission. This property allows us to assume
that τ0,k is uniformly distributed in [0, Tc).
5.2.4 Channel Estimation
The estimated channel gains {α˜l,k}Lp−1l=0 are obtained by a time domain channel
estimation scheme. We assume all other users keep silent during channel
estimation period of the kth user. The kth user sendsNt training UWBmonocycles
z(t). The training monocycle repetition interval is larger than the maximum
delay spread of the channel to avoid interference between training monocycles.
Assuming perfect synchronization, the base station correlates and samples at the
tap rate on the ith received training monocycle to get the estimated channel gain







αl′,kz(t− l′Tp) + ni(t)
)
z(t− lTp)dt (5.8)
where i = 0, 1, · · · , Nt−1 is the index of training monocycles. Then Nt estimation






α˜l,k(i) = αl,k + nl,k (5.9)
where nl,k is the noise brought by imperfect channel estimation on the l
th path,
and it follows Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance of N0/(2Nt).
Since total Lp paths are to be estimated, larger Lp will lead to stronger impact
of imperfect channel estimation.
In the time domain channel estimation, larger number or higher power of
the training monocycles would lead to more accurate channel estimation and
improve the system performance. Besides the time domain channel estimation,
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the combined frequency domain channel estimation/equalization [89] could be a
promising candidate to achieve better system performance.
5.3 Signal Modeling and Decision Statistics
5.3.1 Signal Modeling
The channel gain and the estimated channel gain used in the Prerake filter for
the kth user are defined as vectors αk and α˜k respectively.
αk =
(




α˜Lp−1,k α˜Lp−2,k · · · α˜0,k
)T
(5.10)




g˜(k)(t)z(t− jTp)dt. And g˜(k)(t) is expressed as vector g˜k.
g˜k = Tαkα˜k =
(
g˜0,k g˜1,k · · · g˜L+Lp−2,k
)T
(5.11)
where Tαk is a (L+Lp− 1)×Lp Toeplitz matrix with αk as the first L elements
in its 0th column and zero elsewhere. The effect of imperfect channel estimation




is the desired peak.
Another Toeplitz matrix Tak of size (2NrLp) × (L + Lp − 1) is
defined using the DS signature {akn}Nr−1n=0 . The 0th column of Tak contains(
ak0 0Lp−1 a
k
1 0Lp−1 · · · akNr−1 0Lp−1
)T
as the first NrLp elements and
zero elsewhere, where 0Lp−1 denotes the zero vector with Lp − 1 elements. Next,
Tak is split into two (NrLp)× (L+ Lp − 1) matrices: Tak,0 consists of the upper
half of Tak from the 0
th row to the (NrLp − 1)th row, and Tak,1 consists of the
lower half of Tak from the the (NrLp)
th row to the (2NrLp − 1)th row.
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In order to convert the continuous-time signal r(k)(t) into a discrete format,
r(k)(t) is filtered by a tap-matched filter z(t) and then sampled at the tap rate.
Therefore each symbol consists of NrLp samples. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the 0th symbol is the desired symbol. The received discrete symbol













We assume that the 0th user is the desired user. To detect the 0th symbol, the
0th receiver performs correlation on the Nr peaks in the received signal r(t). The


























a0nz(t − nTc − (Lp − 1)Tp) is the template waveform in
the 0th receiver. The decision statistic Z can be decomposed as desired signal
S, inter-chip interference (ICI) IC , inter-symbol interference IS, multiple access
interference IM and AWGN term N .
A. Desired Signal, Inter-Chip Interference and Inter-Symbol
Interference
Similar to r(k)(t), the template waveform v(0)(t) can be expressed in a discrete






1 · · · 0Lp−1 a0Nr−1
)
. Then the first
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term in the second line of Eq. (5.13) is rewritten as










Recall the fact that g˜Lp−1,0 is the peak containing the desired signal energy.
S and IC are expressed as below, and both terms contain the imperfect channel






IC = A0v0Ta0,0(g˜0 − g˜′0)b00 (5.15)
where g˜′0 is obtained by setting all elements in g˜0 as zeros except the element
g˜Lp−1,0.
B. Multiple Access Interference
In pervious work on Prerake TDD CDMA systems [90], the imperfect channel
estimation in MAI is ignored to avoid computational complexity. However,
the imperfect channel estimation should not be neglected because it leads to
interference energy distraction and changes the statistical property of MAI.
Therefore we take the imperfect channel estimation effect into account in the
analysis of IM . From Eq. (5.13), IM =
K−1∑
k=1
IM,k, where IM,k is the interference
from the kth interfering user. IM,k comes from either one or two adjacent symbols.












The asynchronous delay τ0,k can be split as τ0,k = γkTp + ∆Tk, where
γk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Lp − 1} and ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tp), both with uniform distribution. The
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IM,k is given by




rkNrLp−γk−1+x(−1) · · · rkNrLp−1(−1) rk0(0) · · · rkNrLp−γk−2+x(0)
)T
(5.18)
5.4 BER Performance Analysis
Since the number of multipaths is large, we use the GA method to calculate the
BER value. Set the total noise ς = IC + IS + IM +N . It is easy to prove that all
terms in ς have zero mean and are independent conditioned on α0 and α˜0. The











where S2, σ2IC + σ
2
IS
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The xth moment (where x is an even number) of αl,k can be obtained by the
xth moment of βl,k, i.e., E[(βl,k)
x] = exp(xηyl,k + x
2σ2yl,k/2), where βl,k = exp(yl,k)




The average BER PAverage is obtained by averaging the instantaneous BER













where pγ(γ) is the PDF of the instantaneous SINR at the output of the receiver.
In Section V, we compute the average BER using the Monte Carlo method.
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5.5 Multiple Access Performance Analysis
5.5.1 Definition of Degradation Factor
The output SINR γ in Eq. (5.19) is rewritten as follows to give more insight into
the multiple access performance of the system.
γ =
















where SINR1 is the SINR in a single user scenario, SINRK is the signal to MAI
ratio in a system of K users.
Let’s define γr to be the specific received SINR to achieve a desired BER
value. According to Eq. (5.26), we get SINR1 = γr when there is only one user




To study the multiple access performance, we define a DF as in [69][91]. DF
measures the additional amount of SINR required by the desired user to overcome
the negative effect of MAI caused by the other K − 1 interfering users.
DF =
SINR1 in a K-user system










5.6 Numerical Results and Discussion
5.5.2 Degradation Factor and Number of Users
The number of users K is expressed as a function of DF.







where S depends on the instantaneous channel conditions. Therefore K is
the number of users can be accommodated under the instantaneous channel
conditions. By taking the expectation of K, we get rid of the effect of random
channel conditions and get the average number of users.















is a constant for given system
parameters.
It is observed in Eq. (5.30) that KAverage increases with the growth of DF.
However, the number of users is capped with a maximum value when DF tends
to infinity, which suggests that the system has its limited capacity for multiple
access. From Eq. (5.30), the maximum number of users is
KMax = lim
DF→∞




5.6 Numerical Results and Discussion
In Table 5.1, the channel parameters are listed according to [54]. The UWB















, where Tp = 0.25ns, τp = 0.10275ns
and ε = 1.6111×105. The length of the DS sequence is Nr = 16. Different values
of the data rate increasing factor Nc = 1, 4, 8, 20 are used. With the growth of
Nc, the data rate Rb increases. For the same Nc value, Rb in CM1 is larger than
in CM3 because of the smaller maximum delay spread of CM1.
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Table 5.1: The system parameters used in numerical study
System Parameters CM1 CM3
Γ1 (cluster power decay factor) 7.1 14
Γ2 (ray power decay factor) 4.3 7.9
σ1 (stand. dev. of cluster lognormal fading in dB) 3.3941 3.3941
σ2 (stand. dev. of ray lognormal fading in dB) 3.3941 3.3941
L (path number) 200 400
Rb (Mbps) when Nc = 1 1.25 0.625
Rb (Mbps) when Nc = 4 5 2.5
Rb (Mbps) when Nc = 8 10 5
Rb (Mbps) when Nc = 20 25 12.5
In Fig. 5.1, the theoretical and simulation BER results are shown for a single
user scenario in CM1. It is found that the BER value is a concave function of
Nc because of the imperfect channel estimation effect. When Nc is small (e.g.
Nc = 1, 4), AWGN dominates the total noise and SINR can be approximated as
γ ≈ 2A20Nrg˜2Lp−1,0/N0. The growth of Nc makes A20 grows faster than the decrease
of g˜2Lp−1,0, which results in larger γ and better BER performance. However, the
sum of ICI and ISI becomes dominant when Nc is large (e.g. Nc = 8, 20). Then
SINR can be approximated as γ ≈ Nrg˜2Lp−1,0/
Nc∑
j=2
g˜2jLp−1,0, and the growth of
Nc leads to less desired signal energy and larger ICI and ISI. Therefore BER
performance degrades with the growth of Nc.
In Fig. 5.2, the BER performance in multiple user scenario is shown in CM1.
In low SNR (Eb/N0) range, the BER performance of Nc = 1 is worse than Nc = 8
for both K = 10, 50. With the increase of SNR, the BER performance of Nc = 1
gets better than Nc = 8. This reflects the impact of imperfect channel estimation
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Figure 5.1: BER performance of the Prerake DS UWB system in UWB
channel model CM1 under imperfect channel estimation, the data rate
increasing factor Nc = 1, 4, 8, 20, the number of users K = 1, the number
of training monocycles Nt = 100.
under different SNR. In low SNR range, AWGN dominates the total noise so
that the growth of Nc brings better BER performance by decreasing the effect of
imperfect channel estimation. On the other hand, the dominating factor in the
total noise becomes the sum of ICI, ISI and MAI in high SNR range, so the BER
performance of Nc = 8 is worse than Nc = 1 because of stronger interference
brought by larger Nc value. The BER curves of Nc = 1 and Nc = 8 intersect
at about Eb/N0 = 12dB and 8dB for K = 10 and 50 respectively. This shows
that the growth of SNR brings larger MAI increment when the number of users
is larger.
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Figure 5.2: BER performance of the Prerake DS UWB system in UWB
channel model CM1 under imperfect channel estimation, the data rate
increasing factor Nc = 1, 8, the number of users K = 10, 50, the number
of training monocycles Nt = 100.
In Fig. 5.3, the BER curves for K = 50 in CM1 are plotted under perfect
and imperfect channel estimation. As expected, larger Nt brings better BER
performance because that the variance of nl,k in Eq. (5.9) gets smaller as Nt
increases. For a desired BER of 10−3, the SNR gain between Nt = 200 and
Nt = ∞ is around 3.5dB when Nc = 1. Another finding is that when Nc is
larger, the BER gap between imperfect and perfect channel estimation becomes
smaller. The reason is that larger Nc corresponds to smaller Lp and the impact
of imperfect channel estimation is in proportion to Lp.
In Fig. 5.4, the BER performance is depicted as a function of the number
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Nt=100 (Imperfect channel estimation)
Nt=200 (Imperfect channel estimation)
Nt=∞ (Perfect channel estimation)
Nc=8
Nc=1
Figure 5.3: BER performance of the Prerake DS UWB system in UWB
channel model CM1 under imperfect and perfect channel estimation, the
data rate increasing factor Nc = 1, 8, the number of users K = 50, the number
of training monocycles Nt = 100, 200,∞.
of multiple access users under perfect and imperfect channel estimation. The
SNR value is fixed as 14dB. With the increase of number of users, the BER value
increases as expected. The BER performance in CM3 is better than in CM1
under perfect channel estimation, which is consistent with the results in [92].
When the number of training monocycles in channel estimation Nt = 100, the
BER performance in CM1 is better than in CM3. This indicates that imperfect
channel estimation exerts more unfavorable influence on the BER performance
in CM3 due to the larger number of multipaths.
In Fig. 5.5, the number of users K is plotted as a function of DF when
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Nt=100 (Imperfect channel estimation)
Nt=200 (Imperfect channel estimation)
Nt=∞ (Perfect channel estimation)
Figure 5.4: BER performance of the Prerake DS UWB system in UWB
channel model CM1 and CM3 with different number of users, the data rate
increasing factor Nc = 1, the number of training monocycles Nt = 100, 200,∞.
the desired BER value is set as 10−3. When Nc = 1, the data rate in CM1 is
Rb = 1.25Mbps, which is twice of the data rate (Rb = 0.625Mbps) in CM3. And
the maximum number of users that can be supported in CM1 is KMax ≈ 1655,
which is half of the value in CM3 (KMax ≈ 3218). This shows the tradeoff between
the data rate per user Rb and number of users K when the system capacity is
fully used. Further, we compare the maximum number of users in CM1 and CM3
when the data rate is fixed as Rb = 5Mbps. It is found that the maximum number
of users in CM1 (KMax ≈ 400) is slightly larger than that in CM3 (KMax ≈ 307).
This could be explained from the viewpoint of the signal energy captured. When
Rb = 5Mbps, the signal energy on the first Lp = 50 paths is combined. In CM1,
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Figure 5.5: The number of users K as a function of degradation factor in
CM1 and CM3 under perfect channel estimation. The desired BER is set
as 10−3. The data rate increasing factor Nc = 1, 4, 8.
the first 50 paths carry around 93% of the total energy. However, the signal
energy carried by the first 50 paths in CM3 is only 60% of the total energy.
5.7 Conclusions
We study the performance of Prerake DS UWB multiple access systems under
imperfect channel estimation. The analytical signal model of the system is
derived, which clearly presents the components of ICI, ISI and MAI. The
BER formula is derived based on the signal model and verified by numerical
results. Under perfect channel estimation, the BER performance degrades with
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the growth of data rate. However, the BER performance does not decrease
monotonically with the increase of data rate under imperfect channel estimation.
The BER performance depends on the dominant factor in the output SINR,
which is a combined result of SNR, channel estimation noise and number of users.
Generally, the imperfect channel estimation exerts more unfavorable influence on
the BER performance when the data rate is lower or in a channel with larger
number of multipaths. By defining a degradation factor, the maximum number
of users that can be supported by the systems is derived. And the tradeoff between




Design and Analysis of High
Data Rate Prerake DS UWB
Multiple Access Systems
In this chapter, we propose a novel high data rate Prerake DS UWB multiple
access system and analyze its performance. Section 6.1 introduces relevant
research and briefly describes principle of the HDR Prerake DS UWB system.
The system model is depicted in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, signal model
of the HDR Prerake DS UWB system is elaborated. Distribution of different
interference is discussed in Section 6.4. Based on the distribution of interference,
the BER formula is derived using the CF method in Section 6.5. Then our
analytical derivations are validated by numerical examples in Section 6.6. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.7.
6.1 Introduction
Using the Prerake combining, the signal energy at the output of the channel
focuses in the time domain, which largely reduces the delay spread of the
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composite channel (including the prefilter and the actual channel). Though it
is claimed by many researchers that the temporal focusing greatly alleviates
ISI [85][93][94] and allows high data rate transmission [29] in the UWB
communications, little research has been done on the high data rate Prerake
UWB systems.
The data rate issue is explicitly discussed only in [28] and [94]. In [94], the
conventional TH UWB system and the Prerake TH UWB system is compared
under different data rates. And simulation results show that the amount of ISI
in the conventional TH UWB system increases much more rapidly than that in
the Prerake TH UWB system with the growth of the data rate. Furthermore,
the tradeoff between the data rate and system complexity is studied in [28]. It is
shown that any required performance of a Prerake UWB system can be achieved
by either transmitting with lower data rate or using more transmit antennas. In
both [28] and [94], the Prerake UWB system is studied in single user scenario
and the performance analysis is done under perfect channel estimation.
In Chapter 5, the tradeoff between the data rate and the BER performance
is studied for a Prerake DS UWB multiple access system under imperfect channel
estimation. Since the number of paths combined equals to the number of
taps in the Prerake filter in this Prerake DS UWB system, we rename it as
“Partial-Prerake DS UWB system” to distinguish it from the HDR DS UWB
system proposed in this chapter. To increase the data rate of the Partial-Prerake
DS UWB system, the number of taps in the Prerake filter is decreased. As a result,
the BER performance degrades quickly with the growth of the data rate due to
less signal energy captured. In this chapter, we propose a novel HDR Prerake
DS UWB system, in which high data rate can be achieved by superposition of
chip waveforms. Though the superposed chip waveforms introduce ICI, signal
energy focusing helps to keep ICI sufficiently small and guarantees good BER
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performance. We analyze the statistical property of ICI and MAI. Then a
generalized Gaussian distribution is adopted to well model the distribution of
MAI. The BER formula is derived using the CF method described in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4. The accuracy of the BER formula is verified by simulations.
Numerical results are provided to compare the performance of the HDR Prerake
DS UWB system and the Partial-Prerake DS UWB system. Furthermore, the
effect of imperfect channel estimation is discussed in detail.
6.2 System Model
6.2.1 Channel Model





where L denotes the number of multipaths, αl,k is the lognormal path gain with
random phase of ±1 and τl,k stands for the delay of the lth path. For different
k and l, αl,k are independent random variables. We consider the resolvable
multipath channel [88] with τl,k = τ0,k + lTp, where Tp is the width of the UWB
monocycle z(t). Since the multipath components arrive in clusters rather than in
a continuum [54], the lth path can be expressed as the jth ray in the ith cluster.
Therefore τl,k = µi,k + νj,i,k, where µi,k is delay of the i
th cluster and νj,i,k is
delay of the jth ray in the ith cluster relative to µi,k. The power delay profile
of the channel is double exponential decaying by rays and clusters. Since the
transmitter and receiver are stationary in most PAN applications [54], we assume










i (t− iTr) (6.2)
where Tr is the symbol duration, Ak denotes the amplitude, b
k
i ∈ {±1} is the ith








where Nr is the number of chips in one symbol, Tc = Tr/Nr is the chip duration.
Long code is used in this HDR Prerake DS UWB system, and {aki,n}Nr−1n=0 is
the random DS signature assigned to the ith symbol of the kth user. The chip
waveform g(k)(t) is formed by passing z(t) through a Prerake filter h˜(k)(t).




where z(t) is the energy-normalized UWB monocycle of duration Tp. The
Prerake filter h˜(k)(t) =
∑Lp−1
l=0 α˜Lp−1−l,kδ(t − lTp) contains Lp taps. In h˜(k)(t),







to keep the average transmitted symbol energy constant
as Eb = NrEp.
6.2.3 Received Signal
The received signal due to the kth user is given by
















i (t) is obtained using Eq. (6.3) as
x˜
(k)
i (t) , x
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As shown in Eq. (6.6), g˜(k)(t) , g(k)(t) ∗ h(k)(t) is the channel response of a chip
waveform g(k)(t).




r(k)(t− τ0,k) + n(t) (6.7)
where n(t) is AWGN with double-sided PSD N0/2 and τ0,k denotes the
transmission delay of the kth user. Since random DS sequences/data symbols
of ±1 are assumed, the interfering users appear to the desired user as essentially
transmitting random ±1 sequences and the boundaries of interfering symbols do
not matter in asynchronous transmission. This property allows us to assume that
τ0,k is uniformly distributed in [0, Tc).
6.2.4 Channel Estimation
The estimated path gain {α˜l,k}Lp−1l=0 is obtained by sending Nt pilot UWB
monocycles z(t). The repetition interval of the pilot monocycles is larger than the
maximum delay spread of the channel to avoid interference between pilot pulses.
During the channel estimation period of the kth user, all other users keep silent.
Assuming perfect synchronization, the base station correlates and samples at the
tap rate on the ith received pilot monocycle to get the estimated path gain on







αl′,kz(t− l′Tp) + ni(t)
)
z(t− lTp)dt (6.8)






α˜l,k(i) = αl,k + nl,k (6.9)
where nl,k is the channel estimation noise on the l
th path and it follows Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and variance of N0/(2Nt). When Nt → ∞, the
variance of nl,k → 0 and the channel estimation tends to the perfect estimation.
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6.3 Signal Modeling and Decision Statistics
6.3.1 Signal Structure
Let one chip contain Lc taps, i.e., Tc = LcTp. The data rate is Rb = 1/(NrLcTp).
For given Nr and Tp, higher data rate Rb can be achieved by decreasing Lc.
In the Partial-Prerake DS UWB system discussed in Chapter 5, Lc equals
the number of taps in the Prerake filter Lp, and the signal energy captured equals
the maximal ratio combining on the first Lp paths. So the captured signal energy
in the Partial-Prerake DS UWB system is reduced with the decrease of Lc (or the
increase of Rb). As shown in [92], the BER performance of the Partial-Prerake
DS UWB system degrades rapidly with the increase of the data rate.
In this chapter, we propose to set Lp to a large value while keeping Lc
sufficiently small, i.e., Lp > Lc. With a large Lp, more signal energy is captured
to guarantee satisfying BER performance. With a small Lc, higher data rate Rb is
achieved via superposition of chip waveforms. Comparison of the chip structure
in the HDR Prerake and Partial-Prerake schemes is shown in Fig. 6.1, where the
chip duration in the unit of taps is Lc = 4. As shown, g
(k)(t) in the HDR Prerake
scheme contains more taps (Lp = 6) than in the Partial-Prerake scheme (Lp = 4).
The difference between the two schemes is: In the HDR Prerake scheme, the chip
waveforms overlap with each other to shorten the chip duration, while in the
Partial-Prerake scheme, the chip waveform is tailored to fit the chip duration.
6.3.2 Signal Modeling
For the kth user, the path gain and the estimated path gain used in the Prerake
filter are defined as vectors αk and α˜k respectively.
αk =
(
α0,k α1,k · · · αL−1,k
)T
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of HDR Prerake and Partial-Prerake schemes, (a)
is the channel impulse response h(k)(t) with L = 10, (b) is the reversal of
h(k)(t), (c) is the structure of two chips (one in dashed lines, the other in
solid lines) in the HDR Prerake scheme, with Lc = 4, Lp = 6, (d) is the
structure of two chips (one in dashed lines, the other in solid lines) in the
Partial-Prerake scheme, with Lc = Lp = 4.
α˜k =
(
α˜Lp−1,k α˜Lp−2,k · · · α˜0,k
)T
(6.10)
g˜(k)(t) in Eq. (6.6) is discretized by g˜j,k =
∫ (j+1)Tp
jTp
g˜(k)(t)z(t − jTp)dt and
expressed as
g˜k = Tαkα˜k =
(
g˜0,k g˜1,k · · · g˜L+Lp−2,k
)T
(6.11)
where Tαk is a (L+Lp− 1)×Lp Toeplitz matrix with αk as the first L elements
in its 0th column and zero elsewhere.
The effect of imperfect channel estimation is included in g˜k due to the channel
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estimation noise brought by α˜k. The element g˜Lp−1,k =
∑Lp−1
l=0 αl,kα˜l,k is the
desired peak, which is equivalent to the maximal ratio combining on the first
Lp paths. Obviously, larger Lp leads to more signal energy captured. However,
overall channel estimation noise increases with the growth of Lp, since total Lp
paths are to be estimated.
We first consider the signal model on the chip level and then extend the
results to the symbol level. In the HDR Prerake scheme, any chip is interfered
by its following n1 chips and its previous n2 chips, where n1 , bLp−1Lc c and n2 ,
bL−2
Lc
c+1. Assume the nth chip of the ith symbol from the kth user is the desired
chip, which has a phase of aki,nb
k
i . Similarly, we write the phase of each interfering
chip into a sequence {cki,n(0), cki,n(1), · · · , cki,n(n1+n2)}. In this sequence, cki,n(n2) =
aki,nb
k
i is the phase of the desired chip. {cki,n(0), · · · , cki,n(n2 − 1)} and {cki,n(n2 +
1), · · · , cki,n(n1+n2)} stand for the phases of the n2 and n1 interfering chips before
and after the desired chip respectively.
The desired chip is expressed by a vector rki,n as below. Each chip consists







i,n,1 · · · rki,n,Lc−1
)T
= AkTCki,n gˆk (6.12)
where TCki,n = C
k
i,n ⊗ ILc is a Lc × (n1 + n2 + 1)Lc Toeplitz matrix, ⊗ means
Kronecker product, Ix is the identity matrix of size x×x. Cki,n is a 1×(n1+n2+1)
vector built by reversing the phase sequence related to the desired chip as Cki,n =(
cki,n(n1 + n2) c
k
i,n(n1 + n2 − 1) · · · cki,n(0)
)
. gˆk is a (n1+n2+1)Lc×1 vector









denotes the zero row vector with x elements.
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6.3.3 Decision Statistics
Assume the desired symbol is the 0th symbol of the 0th user. With perfect
synchronization, the 0th receiver performs correlation on the Nr peaks in the






















a00,nz(t− nTc− (Lp− 1)Tp) is the template waveform used in
the 0th receiver. Z is decomposed as desired signal S, inter-chip interference IC ,
multiple access interference IM and AWGN term N .
A. Desired Signal and Inter-Chip Interference
The sum of S and IC is given by





r(0)(t)a00,nz(t− nTc − (Lp − 1)Tp)dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(n)+IC(n)
(6.14)
As shown in Eq. (6.14), the detection of a symbol is decomposed as the
detection of Nr chips. In the n
th chip detection, S(n) and IC(n) is expressed as






















is the discrete format of the template waveform
in the nth chip detection. Since g˜Lp−1,0 is the peak containing the desired signal
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energy, gˆ′0 is obtained by setting all elements in gˆ0 as zeros except the element
g˜Lp−1,0.
B. Multiple Access Interference
Similar to the analysis of MAI in Chapter 5, we consider the effect of imperfect











where IkM(n) is the interference from the k
th interfering user in the nth chip
detection.
The asynchronous delay τ0,k is split as τ0,k = γkTp + ∆Tk, where γk ∈
{0, 1, · · · , Lc − 1} and ∆Tk ∈ [0, Tp), both with uniform distribution. The
autocorrelation functions of z(t) is defined as P (x) =
∫ x
0
z(t)z(t + Tp − x) dt.














rk0,n−1,Lc−x · · · rk0,n−1,Lc−1 rk0,n,0 · · · rk0,n,Lc−1−x
)T
n 6=0(




6.4 Distribution of Interference
In Eq. (6.15), we observe that IC(n) is the summation of g˜j,0 with random phases,
where j = Lp − 1 + xLc, x ∈ {−n1, · · · , n2} and x 6= 0 (which means the peak
g˜Lp−1,0 is not contained). Similarly, it is observed from Eq. (6.17) and Eq. (6.18)
that IkM(n) can be decomposed as summation of elements in g˜k, which are sampled
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Figure 6.2: The variance of g˜j,k, (a) is in CM1, Lp = 200 with perfect
channel estimation (Nt = ∞), (b) is in CM1, Lp = 45 with imperfect
channel estimation (Nt = 200), (c) is in CM3, Lp = 400 with perfect channel
estimation (Nt = ∞), (d) is in CM3, Lp = 125 with imperfect channel
estimation (Nt = 200).
by the interval of Lc with random phases and the autocorrelation effect added.
Because of the random asynchronous delay τ0,k, I
k
M(n) contains the peak g˜Lp−1,k.
Then IC and IM are obtained by summation of IC(n) and I
k
M(n) respectively.
The distribution of IC and IM depends on the distribution of g˜j,k. The
variance of g˜j,k in several cases is plotted in Fig. 6.2, which reflects the energy
focusing in received Prerake UWB signals. In all cases, the peak g˜Lp−1,k has a
remarkably large variance, while the variance of the non-peaks g˜j,k with j 6= Lp−1
is much smaller.
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Since IC does not contain the peak, the terms in the summation are with
relatively similar variance. Therefore we can use the central limit theorem (CLT)
to approximate IC as a Gaussian random variable. In contrast, IM contains
the peak g˜Lp−1,k, which is a dominant term in the summation because of its
distinguishing variance. Thus the basis of the CLT is violated, and the Gaussian
distribution may not fit the distribution of IM well. Therefore, we propose to use
a generalized Gaussian distribution to fit the distribution of IM .
In Appendix A, the evaluation of the expectation values related to g˜j,k is
provided, which will be used in the derivation of variance and higher order
moment of IC and IM .
6.4.1 Inter-Chip Interference
Since IC is modeled as a Gaussian random variable, we need to evaluate the mean
and variance of IC . It is easy to show the mean of {IC(n)}Nr−1n=0 is zero and for
different n, IC(n) are independent conditioned on α0 and α˜0. Therefore the mean




















6.4.2 Multiple Access Interference
As well as IC , it is easy to find that IM is a zero mean random variable. Since
the peak g˜Lp−1,k is a dominant term in I
k
M(n), we use a generalized Gaussian
distribution [95] to fit the distribution of IM instead of the conventionally
used Gaussian distribution. The generalize Gaussian distribution is a general
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distribution that encompasses many important distributions (e.g., Gaussian and
Laplace distribution). The PDF of a zero mean generalized Gaussian random
variable x is










, σ2 is the variance, ζ denotes the shape




ζ = 1 and 2 yields Laplace and Gaussian PDF respectively.
There are several methods to evaluate the parameter ζ in the generalized
Gaussian distribution [96]. We adopt the moment matching method with kurtosis
ratio in our analysis. The nth moment of the zero mean generalized Gaussian
distribution is given by
E [xn] =
 0 n = 1, 3, 5, · · ·σn Γ((n+1)/ζ)
Γn/2(3/ζ)Γ1−n/2(1/ζ) n = 2, 4, 6, · · ·
(6.21)








To determine the distribution of IM , we calculate the variance and 4
th
moment of IM and substitute them into Eq. (6.22) to find the generalized
Gaussian distribution parameter ζ. We compute the variance and 4th moment of
IkM(n) first, and then extend the results to obtain the variance and 4
th moment
of IM .




























6.5 BER Performance Analysis
The variance of IM is given by































































































4] = (K − 1)E [(IkM)4]+ 3(K − 1)(K − 2)Nrσ2IkM (n) (6.25)
6.5 BER Performance Analysis
Denote the total noise ς = IC + IM + N , where IC , IM and N are independent
zero mean random variables. As mentioned in Section 6.4, IC is assumed to
be Gaussian distributed and IM is modeled as a generalized Gaussian random
variable. Then we use the CF method to derive the BER formula.











6.5 BER Performance Analysis
The characteristic function of IM is obtained by taking a Fourier transform











The characteristic function of ς equals to the product of ΦIC+N(ω) and
ΦIM (ω) because IC , IM and N are independent.
Φς(ω) = ΦIC+N(ω)ΦIM (ω) (6.28)


































The instantaneous desired signal S is given by




















































6.6 Numerical Results and Discussion
The average BER is obtained by averaging PInstant over the lognormal fading
channel. In the numerical analysis, we compute the average BER in the lognormal
multipath fading channels using the Monte Carlo method.
6.6 Numerical Results and Discussion
According to [54], the channel parameters are listed in Table 6.1. We















with normalized energy, where Tp =
0.25ns, τp = 0.10275ns and ε = 1.6111 × 105. The length of the DS sequence
is set as Nr = 16. We study the system performance under two high data rate
settings: Rb = 25Mbps (i.e., Lc = 10) and Rb = 50Mbps (i.e., Lc = 5).
Table 6.1: The system parameters used in numerical study
System Parameters CM1 CM3
Γ1 (cluster power decay factor) 7.1 14
Γ2 (ray power decay factor) 4.3 7.9
σ1 (stand. dev. of cluster lognormal fading term in dB) 3.3941 3.3941
σ2 (stand. dev. of ray lognormal fading term in dB) 3.3941 3.3941
L (path number) 200 400
6.6.1 Distribution of Interference
In Fig. 6.3, the distribution of MAI is examined in CM1 under perfect channel
estimation (Nt = ∞), where number of users K = 4, Rb = 50Mbps and
Lp = 200 (100% of the total signal energy captured). The PDF of IM obtained
by simulation data is marked as “simulation PDF”. The theoretical PDF of
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the Gaussian distribution obtained by σ2IM is plotted for comparison. Similarly,
the theoretical PDF of the generalized Gaussian distribution is also plotted,
where σ2IM and E
[
(IM)
4] are calculated to obtain the parameter ζ. It is clearly
shown that the generalized Gaussian distribution fits the simulation PDF of
IM much more accurately than the Gaussian distribution in most of the value
range. Though the generalized Gaussian distribution does not match well with
the simulation PDF at the center (i.e., around 0), it should be emphasized that
the tail of the interference distribution is of the most important interest in BER
calculation (involving the tail integral) especially when SNR is medium or high.
Therefore the mismatch around the center does not affect much in the BER
performance evaluation.
Similarly, the distribution of MAI in CM3 under imperfect channel
estimation (Nt = 200) with number of users K = 4, Rb = 25Mbps and Lp = 125
(around 90% of the total signal energy captured) is plotted in Fig. 6.4. Under
imperfect channel estimation, the generalized Gaussian distribution also provides
good fitting to the distribution of IM , while the Gaussian distribution does not
match well with the simulation PDF again.
In Fig. 6.5, the distribution of ICI is plotted in CM3 under imperfect channel
estimation (Nt = 200) with number of users K = 4, Rb = 25Mbps and Lp = 125
(around 90% of the total signal energy captured). This figure shows that the PDF
of IC obtained by the simulation almost fits well with the theoretical Gaussian
distribution obtained using σ2IC . Under perfect channel estimation, we can get
similar results to show that IC is well approximated as Gaussian distributed.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the simulation PDF of IM and its generalized
Gaussian fitting and Gaussian fitting in CM1, Rb = 50Mbps, Lp = 200, Lc = 5,
perfect channel estimation (Nt =∞), 4 users.
6.6.2 BER Performance
In Fig. 6.6, the BER performance comparison of the HDR Prerake DS UWB
system and the Partial-Prerake DS UWB system is provided. The data rate is
set as Rb = 25Mbps, i.e., Lc = 10. It is shown that the HDR Prerake DS UWB
system achieves much better BER performance than the Partial-Prerake DS UWB
system under both perfect and imperfect channel estimation. The reason lies in
the different amount of signal energy captured in these two systems. In the
Partial-Prerake DS UWB system, Lp = Lc = 10 means that the signal energy
on the first 10 paths are captured only (around 43% of the total signal energy).
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the simulation PDF IM and its generalized
Gaussian fitting and Gaussian fitting in CM3, Rb = 25Mbps, Lp = 125,
Lc = 10, imperfect channel estimation (Nt = 200), 4 users.
In contrast, we set Lp = 45 > Lc in the HDR Prerake DS UWB system. So the
signal energy on the first 45 paths are captured (around 90% of the total signal
energy) while keeping the same data rate as 25Mbps.
In Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8, the comparison of the accuracy of the CF and
GA methods in the theoretical BER calculation is provided. In Fig. 6.7, the
theoretical BER calculated using Eq. (6.31) (derived using the CF method)
matches well with the simulation results in CM1 under perfect channel estimation
when Rb = 50Mbps. In contrast, the theoretical BER computed using the GA
method (where IM is approximated as Gaussian distributed random variable)
deviates from the simulation results in medium and high Eb/N0 range. Similar
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the simulation PDF of IC and its Gaussian fitting
in CM3, Rb = 25Mbps, Lp = 125, Lc = 10, imperfect channel estimation
(Nt = 200), 4 users.
results are observed in Fig. 6.8, where data rate is set as Rb = 25Mbps in CM3
under imperfect channel estimation. Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 justify the rationality
of the generalized Gaussian distribution assumption for the distribution of MAI
from another viewpoint, which is consistent with Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4.
6.6.3 Effect of Imperfect Channel Estimation
In Fig. 6.9, the effect of imperfect channel estimation is illustrated in CM1. The
number of taps in the Prerake filter takes two values: Lp = 45 means around
90% of the total signal energy is captured, while Lp = 200 means signal energy
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HDR Prerake (Lc=10, Lp=45)
Figure 6.6: BER performance comparison of the HDR Prerake DS UWB
system and the Partial-Prerake DS UWB system in CM1, Rb = 25Mbps,
under both perfect (Nt =∞) and imperfect channel estimation (Nt = 200).
on all paths (100%) is combined. Under perfect channel estimation (Nt = ∞),
the larger Lp gives better BER performance. Conversely, the smaller Lp yields
better BER performance when the channel estimation is imperfect (Nt = 200).
This observation can be explained by the channel estimation noise nl,k in Eq.
(6.9). When the channel estimation is perfect, larger Lp brings better BER
performance because of more signal energy captured. However, under imperfect
channel estimation, channel estimation noise nl,k is added to each estimated path
(as shown in Eq. (6.9)), therefore larger Lp brings more channel estimation noise.
In Fig. 6.10, the multiple access performance of the HDR Prerake and
Partial-Prerake DS UWB systems is plotted. The transmission SNR is Eb/N0 =
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the accuracy of the GA and the CF methods
in BER calculation under perfect channel estimation (Nt = ∞) in CM1,
Rb = 50Mbps, Lp = 45, the number of users K = 4 and 8 respectively.
16dB. The data rate is Rb = 25Mbps. The multiple access performance of the
Partial-Prerake DS UWB system is unacceptable because of too small amount of
the signal energy captured. For the HDR Prerake DS UWB system, the overall
BER performance in an acceptable range (BER≤ 10−3) in CM3 is better than
in CM1, which is consistent with the results in [92]. Under perfect channel
estimation and with a fixed BER value of 10−3, 35 users can be supported in
CM3, while only 22 users can be supported in CM1 by the HDR Prerake DS UWB
system. This implies that better multiple access performance can be achieved in
a denser multipath environment because of the higher degree of the multipath
diversity. When the channel estimation is imperfect (Nt = 200), the number of
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the accuracy of the GA and the CF methods
in BER calculation under imperfect channel estimation (Nt = 200) in CM3,
Rb = 25Mbps, Lp = 125, the number of users K = 4 and 8 respectively.
users that can be supported by the HDR Prerake DS UWB system at the BER
value of 10−3 is 16 and 19 for CM1 and CM3 respectively. It is observed that in
the HDR Prerake DS UWB system, the performance degradation brought by the
imperfect channel estimation is greater in CM3 than in CM1. The reason is that
the channel estimation noise is proportional to the number of taps in Prerake
filter Lp (or the number of paths to be combined).







is plotted versus the
number of taps Lp in the Prerake filter. Four different values of Nt are used:
Nt = 200, 500, 1000,∞. The larger value of Nt means that the smaller channel
estimation noise nl,k is added to each estimated path (refer to Eq. (6.9)). As a
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Figure 6.9: The effect of imperfect channel estimation (Nt = 200) with
different number of taps Lp in Prerake filter in CM1, Rb = 50Mbps, Lc = 5,
4 users.
result, larger Nt brings overall higher output SNIR. One important finding is that
the output SNIR is a convex function of Lp under imperfect channel estimation
(Nt 6= ∞) and an optimal Lp exists. This can be explained by the tradeoff
between the signal energy captured and the channel estimation noise introduced.
Since the power decay profile of UWB channels is double exponential decaying
by rays and clusters, the signal energy captured does not increase linearly with
the growth of Lp. On the other hand, the channel estimation noise is linearly
proportional to Lp. Therefore in practical system design, appropriate value of
Lp should be chosen to capture enough signal energy while keeping the effect
of imperfect channel estimation tolerable. Though the theoretical derivation of
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(Lp=10 in CM1 and CM3)
HDR Prerake
(Lp=45 in CM1 and Lp=125 in CM3)
Figure 6.10: Multiple access performance of the HDR Prerake DS UWB
system and the Partial-Prerake DS UWB system under perfect (Nt = ∞)
and imperfect channel estimation (Nt = 200), Rb = 25Mbps, Lc = 10, Eb/N0 =
16dB.
optimal Lp is intractable, it is found that 90% signal energy capturing is a good
choice for Prerake filter design in our extensive experiments.
6.7 Conclusions
A novel HDR Prerake DS UWB multiple access system is proposed. Its main
advantage is that high data rate can be achieved without much degradation of the
BER performance. We present simulation results to show that the HDR Prerake
DS UWB system significantly outperforms the conventional Partial-Prerake DS
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Figure 6.11: The output SNIR as a function of number of taps Lp in the
Prerake filter under perfect (Nt = ∞) and imperfect channel estimation
(Nt = 200, 500, 1000) with Eb/N0 = 16dB in CM1, Rb = 50Mbps, 4 users.
UWB system in high data rate scenario. We study the statistical property of the
interference and use the generalized Gaussian distribution to fit the distribution
of MAI more accurately. Then the BER formula is derived using the CF method.
Numerical results verify that our BER formula is more accurate compared with
the BER evaluation using the GA method. The effect of imperfect channel
estimation is illustrated to show the tradeoff between signal energy captured and
channel estimation noise introduced, which implies that the Prerake filter should




Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we study two important topics in DS UWB communication systems.
Firstly, we derive the accurate BER formula using the CF method. Secondly,
we design two DS UWB multiple access systems using Prerake combining for
medium/high data rate transmission.
A novel BER evaluation method based on the characteristic function is
proposed for the DS UWB multiple access systems using PAM/PPM schemes.
Instead of approximating the total noise, including MAI, SI and AWGN, as
Gaussian distributed, we derive the characteristic function of each term and find
the exact PDF of the total noise. Then accurate BER formula is obtained based
on exact PDF of the total noise. We carry out the comparison on accuracy of the
CF method and the GA method under both perfect and imperfect power control
in AWGN channels at first. The analytical and simulation results show that
the CF method yields accurate BER values in both cases. In contrast, the GA
method does not work well in medium and high SNR range. Accuracy of the GA
method largely depends on the dominant component in the total noise. Next, we
extend the exact BER analysis to the more practical lognormal multipath fading
channels. Similarly, the CF method outperforms the GA method with more
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accurate BER calculation. Furthermore, BER performance of DS PAM UWB
and DS PPM UWB systems are accurately compared using the BER formula
derived. It is found that DS PAM UWB system steadily outperforms DS PPM
UWB system.
We design two Prerake DS UWB multiple access systems for medium and
high data rate transmission respectively. In both Prerake DS UWB systems, the
temporal reverse channel impulse response is used as a prefilter at the transmitter.
In the first proposed Prerake DS UWB system, we cut the temporal reverse
channel impulse response to fit the duration of the chip. The analytical signal
model of the system is derived, which clearly presents the components of ICI,
ISI and MAI. We derive the BER formula and verify it by numerical results.
It is found that the BER performance does not decrease monotonically with
the increase of data rate under imperfect channel estimation. And the BER
performance depends on the dominant factor in the output SINR, which is a
combined result of SNR, channel estimation noise and number of users. We
derive the maximum number of users using the degradation factor. The numerical
results further show the tradeoff between the data rate and the maximum number
of users supported by the systems. In the second proposed HDR Prerake DS
UWB system, we remove the constraint between the data rate and energy capture
existing in the first proposed Prerake DS UWB system and largely improve the
system performance in high data rate transmission. We investigate the statistical
property of the interference and use a generalized Gaussian distribution to fit the
distribution of MAI more accurately. Based on the CF method, an accurate BER
formula is derived. Further, the effect of imperfect channel estimation is studied.
It is found that the Prerake filter should contain only those taps carrying most
of the energy to avoid the malign effect of channel estimation noise.
The following issues are to be studied in the future.
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Firstly, though the exact PDF of the total noise in DS UWB systems can
be expressed using the characteristic functions, there is no closed form for its
exact distribution. Some preliminary study on the asymptotic distribution of
the correlation receiver output has been conducted for TH UWB systems in [9].
More effort could be made in interference modeling for DS UWB systems, which
provides curial theoretical basis for interference suppression.
Secondly, it is found that channel estimation plays an important role
in Prerake DS UWB systems performance. Therefore, a good channel
estimation method deserves further exploration. Besides the time domain channel
estimation, the combined frequency domain channel estimation/equalization [89]
could be a promising candidate to achieve better system performance.
Thirdly, channel information feedback from the transmitter to the receiver
could be an expensive overhead in Prerake DS UWB systems. To overcome this
problem, a study [87] suggests to use the channel phase information to build
the Prerake filter. However, less energy is combined in this scheme, which leads
to performance degradation. Therefore, how to decrease the feedback workload
without sacrifice system performance is an interesting open question.
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Appendix A
Expectation Related to g˜j,k
All expectation values related to g˜j,k are derived using the following convolution.














In the derivations, the xth (where x is an even number) moment of αl,k is
obtained by the xth moment of βl,k, i.e., E[(βl,k)
x] = exp(xηyl,k+x
2σ2yl,k/2), where
βl,k = exp(yl,k) and yl,k ∼ Gaussian(ηyl,k , σ2yl,k).
A.1 The 2nd Moment



























A.2 The 4th Moment




































A.2 The 4th Moment
A.2.1 j 6= Lp − 1
The range of n and m in the following summation is {max[0, j − L +
1], · · · ,min[j, Lp − 1]}. To simplify the expression, we define f1 = j − n,























































































































































A.2.2 j = Lp − 1



































































































































































A.3 Expectation of Square Product
We assume j1 6= j2. The range of n in the following summation is {max[0, j1−L+
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